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Convocation To
BeHeldMonday;
Seymour to Talk

Briton Lectures Here

Honorary Degrees WiU Be
Conferred on Distinguished
Guests of the College

(Clomplete Campus Coverage)

Mr. Lockhart Is College Expects
Optimist About Annual Animated
European Crisis

8,000 for Twelfth
Magazine Program;
Publisher to Be Principal Speaker

Appeasement Policy

SuHivan Award to Be Granted Oustanding Friend of
RoHins; Choir to Sing

Culture And Service
Is Text of Sermon

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1939

British Diplomat Talks On
"Britain
And
Europe"
Sulzberger of the New York
Tells Of Munich Peace
Times Will Give Editorial
Defends Chamberlain On "A Responsible Press"

Dr. William S. Beard
Will Give Invocation

Founders'
Day
Ck>nvocation,
crowning event of a week packed
full of speeches, plays and various
other activities will be held in tha
Knowles Memorial Chapel, Monday, February 27, at 10:00 A- M.
The main speech will be an address by Dr. Charles Seymour,
President of Yale University, entitled, "The Liberal College of Arts
and Sciences."
The program will begin Monday
morning following the academic
procession's entrance into the
Chapel. Dr. William Spencer Beard
will deliver the invocation and the
Rollins Chapel Choir will sing the
Chapel Song. Next comes
speech by Dr. Seymour.
One of the highlights of the
program will be the conferring of
honorary degrees upwn several of
the distinguished guests of thi
College. The Rollins Decoration of
Honor will be conferred, and lastly the Algernon Sidney Sullivan
Medallion will be given to the person who in the minds of the judges
has best lived the principles of the
donor of the medallion.
The Alma Mater will be sung
and Rev. William Denney of tho
Rollins faculty will give the benediction.
Dr. Charles Seymour, internationally-known historian, will be
one of the distinguished participants in the Founders' Week Program at Rollins College this week
and will be one of the Contributors to the "table of contents" of
the Rollins Animated Magazint
Sunday, February 26, it is
nounced.
Dr. Seymour will appear Sunday
to contribute in person, an
tide on "Intellectual Freedom and
Spiritual Devotion in the University Atmosphere" to the unique Animated Magazine, the only magazine in the world that "comes
alive".
Dr. Seymour, elected president
of Yale in 1937, at the age of 52,
has been prominent as an educato:
since his graduation from Yale
with a Ph.D. degree, in 1911. As
an author he has written widelyknown commentaries on Woodrow
Wilson and his administration. His
"Intimate Papers
of
Colonel
House" and "What Really Happened at Paris," written in collaboration with Colonel House, are
internationally recognized. He was
a prominent member of the Paris
Peace Conference following the
World War also.

an{i0pur

R. H. BRUCE LOCKHART

Seymour, President of Yale,
Will Speak on Intellectual
Freedom in Universities

Fred Stone To Make
Personal Appearance

Is Columbia Graduate,

Points Out That Moral Force Trustee Of Carnegie
Is Needed For Peace; States
and
England Is Not Declining Prominent Publisher
Business Man to Deliver
Main Address Sunday
Mr. Bruce Lockhart's lecture, as
presented last Friday night to the
Annie Russell Series subscribers,

imparted was the result of much
experience in various political
fields. His contact with the diplomats of the world is wide and
his acquaintances number many
whose names are and will be inNumerous requests from "regu- cluded in history books.
lar subscribers" to the Animated
Taking his subject, "Britain and
Magazine, to be held Sunday, February 26, have resulted in the cre- Europe", the speaker commenced
ation of a reserved section, with by mentioning some of the consea capacity of 1,500 seats, for the quences of the Peace of Munich.
twelfth
"publication"
of this Among these consequences were:
unique climax attraction of the the final shelving of the Versailles
program arranged for Rollins Col- Treaty, the possible chance that a
lege's Founders' Week Celebra- Middle Europe will exist from the
North to the Baltic Seas, the
tion, according to an announcement
driving out of private capital from
from President Holt.
central Europe, and the loss of
The general admission to the prestige to England and France.
"publication" of the Magazine will
Mr. Lockhart defended Chambe free, as usual, with accommoda- berlain appeasement policy stattions for over 2,500 "subscribers". ing that England was not prepared
Provisions have also been made to for war. He then went on to say
accommodate those subscribers who that he did not think Hitler was
wish to bring their own-cbairs.
bluffing last September. Another
"Because of requests from hun- result of England's giving way to
dreds of enthusiastic 'subscribers' the German demands was that it
of the Rollins Animated Magazine, made the Engljirfh realize thedx
this year we have concluded to re- military weakness. It woke them
serve a limited number of the best
up. Today England is rearming
seats so that these friends need
rapidly and her position is much
not come hours before the program
more secure. He stated that a
begins in order to obtain a seat,"
country that is weak can neither
the announcement revealed.
speak good nor evil.
"A reserved ticket entitles one
Mr. Lockhart blamed part of the
to a chair in a designated row in
present crisis on Britain's attithe 'reserved section*. A nominal
tude towards peace. England ever
charge is being made for each seat
since the war had built up too
in this reserved section, and all \
seats reserved will be held until a ^ great hopes for peace. She was
short time after the program ac-1 too idealistic. Examples he gave
tually starts. Information regard- were England's interest in the
ing the reserved seats may be se- League and her desire and intencured only at the box office of the tion to participate in naval limitaAnnie Russell Theatre, which will
Continuing, the speaker menbe open every afternoon from four tioned the question that is promiuntil six o'clock through Saturday, nent in many English minds. That
February 25, the day before the is, can Germany be persuaded to sit
Magazine 'comes to life'."
(Continued on Page 8)

General Admission WiH Be
Free; Tickets May Be Secured at Russell Theatre

Frosh Show Starts With a
Murder, Ends With a Dance
spine-chilling, don't - bring - your-

George Ehrlich Wastes Time ehildren, act. His comedy was well
and Audience Eats Is Up; timed and insanely portrayed. He
Lynne Leonard Scores Hit has a happy gift for pantomime.
Toy Skinner and Dejay Shriner
took rhythm for a ride in their
nerve-wracking jitterbug-session
that had the audience wiggling,
tapping, and twitching in unconscious imitation.
Tbough your reviewer's eye was
considerably held by Pres Wetherill's lush — er — bathing suit, it
must be admitted that the Rollins
Bathing Beauty Contest was fairly won by that muscle-dancing
belle, Wilson Whitehead.
Mr.
Whitehead shows a particular
brand of comedy that defies analyzing. It isn't new. Dead pan
stuff is "old hat" to most of the
world now. Nor is the source of
his humor that foggy-brained difficulty in expression. That, we
students are too well acquainted
with, to find amusing. Nor was
his material particularly fresh—
yet the audience, critic included,
quivered with mirth at the slightest twitch of his eyebrow.
Perpetrator Kelly appeared occasionally in hilarious bits. Especially amusing was the Before-and
After moo-moo sketch, in which
he was ably assisted by pert Jean
Holden.
It is amusing to note that in the
(Continued on Page 4)

Magazine to Be "Published"
Out of Doors This Sunday;
Contributors Will Read

Arthur Hayes Sulzberger, pub-

encouraging in that it voiced lisher of the New York Times, will
College Reserves was
a degree of optimism. This does be one of the several distinguished
not mean that Mr. Lockhart blithe- guests of Rollins College this
disregarded the tension that is week-end and will appear as a
Seats to Animated lyexistent
today. The lecturer was "contributor" to the Animated
thoroughly aware of the world Magazine here Sunday afternoon
Magazine Sunday crisis and the information that he at 2:30 o'clock.

With a dash o slap-stick, a shake
of staging, an ounce of material,
Dr. C h a r l e s S. M a c f a r l a n d „ pound of originality and a ton
of enthusiasm, the Freshman class
Bids S t r o n g t o Aid W e a k
presented the best Frosh show the
Dr. Charles S. Macfarland, the school has seen in many a postspeaker in the Knowles Memorial ratting period.
The show blared off with a tumChapel, Sunday morning, Feb. 19,
gave a most enlightening sermon my-ache and a murder. And that
on "Culture and Service." The was only the beginning.
niain point of his talk was the aidLynne Leonard presented a
ing of the weak by the strong. One Cocktail Dance that was sweet and
point he made which should have
. We hope, with bated breath
been of particular interest to his and a prayer, however, that no one
congregation was the fact that in attempts to drink in the manner
college those students who do well ityled by Miss Leonard.
in their work should render asThe Three Flowers of Cloversistance to the less fortunate.
weed sang to their hearts' and the
icnce's content, repeating some
The Morning Meditation commenced with the Organ Prelude of the' songs they presented over
which was followed by the Proces- the radio last week. Connie Dursional Hymn. The CaH to Wor- schlag, one of the girls, did a solo,
ship was given by Joe Hanna. Next "I Have Eyes," which is something
on the program was the invocation of an understatement. Miss Durand Lord's Prayer. Following this, schlag has a voice as sultry as
Grace Terry gave the Litany. Mo- black lace lingerie—and as fragile.
nients of Silence were observed fol- Lack of accompaniment by piano,
lowed by the anthem "To Thee „-id over-accomp ani ment by the
We Call" after which the collec- Master of Ceremonies deprived the
tion was taken. The Old Testa- people of much of her song, which
nient lesson was given by George as regrettable.
Fnller, the New Testament by
Nat Felder appeared all too
Helen Darling.
briefly in a horrifying, petrifying.

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

"A Responsible Press", the leading editorial of the Animated Magazine, is the title of the article
that the prominent New York
newspaper executive will appear in
person before an estimated audience of 8,000 to read.
President and a director of the
New York Times Company and
publisher of the highly respected
New York Times, Mr. Sulzberger's
editorial "contribution" to the Animated Magazine's "table of contents" is one of the highlights of
the unique magazine's varied, well
rounded edition this year.
Engaged in the journalistic field
since 1919, Mr. Sulzberger is
director of the Times Printing
Company, Chattanooga, Tenn., and
a member of the board of di
tors of the Spruce Falls Power
and Paper Company Ltd., of Toronto, Canada.
A graduate of Columbia University, Mr. Sulzberger is also a
member of the trustees commission of Carnegie Institute of Technology.

Dr. Jesse Williams
Will Speak Durin:
Founders' Program
Is

Americans
Outstanding
Physical Educator; Heads
Columbia U. Department

America's most eminent physical
educator. Dr. Jesse Feiring Wil
Hams, will arrive here tomorrow
to take place in the annual Founders' Week (Celebration.
Dr. Williams, professor of Physical Education at Teacher's College, Columbia University, will
speak at the Founders' Week dinner Saturday night in the college
commons and also at the Animated
Magazine's "publication" on Sunday afternoon.
Dr. Williams, who has been head
of the Columbia Graduate School
of Physical Education since 1923,
is the author of many books and
articles on physical education. He
has been a pioneer in the drive
to integrate physical education
with the other components of the
educational system. An inspiring
teacher, his students have gone
forth throughout the nation and
the world as advocates of a new
hygienic philosophy.
Born in Kenton, Ohio, in 1886,
he is today a living example of the
value of a well-rounded physical
program. He received an A. B.
degree from Oberlin College, in
Oberlin, Ohio, before graduating
from Columbia University's College of Physicians and Surgeons in
1915, with an M. D. degree.
While studying at Oberlin he
tutored in the Academy there, and
from 1907 until 1909 he was director of athletics at the Academy.
From 1910 until 1911 he was an
instructor in physical education at
New York's School for the Blind
and in 1911 he joined the staff of
Columbia University's Teacher's
College as an instructor in physical education. He left Columbia in
1916 to become Professor of Hygiene and Physical Education at
the University of Cincinnati, where
he remained until America entered
the war, at which time he became
(Continued on Page 6)

ARTHUK HATES SULZBERGER

* j ^ ^ ^^j^^

g gEYMOCR *

Arthur Hays Sulzberger, puWisher of the New York Times, and
Charles S. Seymour, President of Yale University, will be the principal
speakers at the twelfth annual "publication" of the Rollins College
Animated Magazine which will be presented here February 26.

Lecture
Journalism Class Dr.OnMartin
China Problems
Helps Wattles To Speaks in High School Auditorium, Thursday Feb. 23
Judge Newspapers Dr. John Martin, Conference
Leader and Consultant on Interna-

News Story Award Goes to tional Relations, will continue his
Tampa Tribune; Tallahas- series of lectures Thursday, Feb.
see Paper Wins on Editorial ruary 23 at 11 o'clock a. m., in the
For the fourth consecutive year,
members of the magazine and journalism class here have cooperated
with Professor Willard Wattles,
one of the three judges in the annual Florida news story and editorial contest.
The other two judges were Dean
Walter J. Matheriy, of the University of Florida's College of Business Administration, and Colonel
W. F. Stovall, founder of the Tampa Tribune.
Reporter Bill Abbott, of the
Tampa Tribune, received the best
news story award for his "Air Line
Opens Putting Tampa on Flying
Map."
The editorial award went
to Managing Editor John Kilgore,
ot the Tallahassee Democrat, for
his editorial entitled, "Drunken
Drivers Endanger Political Bandwagon." This is the second time
the Democrat's staff has won this
award.
,
The newspapers entering the
news story contest were: Daytona
Beach Evening News, Palm Beach
Publications, (Post, Times, PostTimes) Ocala Morning Banner,
Sarasota Herald Tribune, Fort
(Continued on Page 8)

Winter Park High Scoool Auditorium. Dr. Martin will speak on
"The Situation in China and Japan".
As part of the Adult Education
Series, this timely discussion
should be of interest to college
students ts well as Winter Park':
winter visitors.
There will be no fee, but a silver
collection will be taken.

Interracial Group To
Visit Negro School
Will Go to Bethune-Cookman
in Daytona, February 24
The Interracial Group, with Professor Edwin Clark, will visit the
Bethune-Cookman College for negroes at Daytona next Friday,
February 24. There will be discussions of various problems confronting the negro race and their
relations with the whites. Housing
schooling, employment and segre
gation will probably be brought up
and an effort made to disc<
more satisfactory methods of dealing with the questions than tho!
methods used at present.

The main featured contributors
"in person" to the table of contents of the Rollins Animated
Magazine when it is published Sunday, February 26, as a highlight
to Founders' Week, will be Arthur
Hays Sulzberger, publisher of the
New York Times; Actor Fred
Stone, star of Broadway's recent
success "Lightnin'"; and (President Charles S. Seymour of Yale
University.
The Rollins Animated Magazine
will be "published" out-of-doors at
2:30 P. M. Sunday, where the editorial office will be a canopied
platform facing an audience of
several thousand "subscribers*. The
"only magazine in the world that
comes alive" will include among its
cnotributors this year Elvira Garner, Rollins alumna and author of
"Ezekiel" and "Ezekiel's Travels";
Frank 0. King, cartoonist, creator
of "Gasoline Alley"; Jesse Feiring
Williams, professor of physical
education, Columbia University.
Also, Mary Margaret McBride,
woman commentator, who broadcasts as "Martha Deane" of the
"Woman's Hour"; Elizabeth Madox Roberts, author of "The Great
Meadow" and "He Sent for Heaven"; Thomas Dreier, author "Vagabond Trail," "Silver Lining," and
"Sunny Meadows"; Prestonia Mann
Martin, author, "Prohibiting Poverty,' and "Is Mankind Advancing?"; and a poetry page contributed by Gilbert Maxwell and Maxeda Hess, Rollins Alumnae.
Hamilton Holt, President of Rollins and originator of the Animated Magazine, will again serve as
its "Editor" and Professor Edwin
0. Grover, who has been publisher
of the magazine since it was founded twelve years ago, will fill the
same role again this year. President Holt was the former editor
of the "Independent" and "Harpers
Weekly." Vice-Preaident Grover
was the former editor-in-chief for
Rand McNally and Company and
was for thirty years a publisher.
Charles Seymour, noted President of Yale University, will be a
guest of Rollins College during the
Founders' Week program and will
be one of the contributors to the
pages of the Rollins Animated
Magazine. Dr. Seymour, who like
our own Dr. Holt, is interested in
peace work. He has received degrees from Cambridge University,
England, the Uniersity of Paris,
Princeton University, Trinity College, Harvard University, and
from his own imiversity. Yah),
which Dr. Holt also attended. Dr.
Seymour will deliver, in person,
his manuscript entitled "Intellectual Freedom and Spiritual Devotion in the University Atmosphere."
Miss Mary Margaret McBridde
known as an author and radio performer, began her career as a reporter and has since written for
the Pictorial Review, Cosmppolitan, Saturday Evening Post, and
Good Housekeeping.
Miss McBride will be one of the more outstanding contribi^tors when she
will appear in person at the "publishing" of the Rollins magazine.
Dr. Jesse Feiring Williams, who
has spent the greater part of his
life in the field of physical education is the author of many books
and articles on that subject. He
has received degrees from Oberline College and Columbia University and has been instructor at numerous colleges since then. During
his life he compiled a book on the
"Survey of Florida Schools."
During the Convocation program
of the following morning, honorary degrees will be conferred upon an eminent group of these fam(Continued on Page 5)

Kenyon In Ohio, Would Like
To Move in on 'Country Club'
plan.

Rollins

is

co-educational,

Students Propose Interchange Since this is true there would be no
Of Campi During Winter; accommodation for the young feTry To Eliminate Classes males on the Kenyon campus. It
The Kenyon Collegian, weekly
student newspaper of Kenyon College, Gambler. Ohio, recently published a story urging an interchange of Campi with Rollins during the winter months. The story
ran as follows:
"Because of a certain reticence
which has been observed on the
part of the faculty in adopting the
admirable suggestion offered in
the Collegian last week, there is at
present a movement on foot toward a highly satisfactory substitute.
"It may be remembered that last
week complete abandonment of
classes at Kenyon was proposed. In
lieu of such an arrangement why
not arrive at some agreement with
one of the southern colleges, say
Rollins ? During the warm part of
the winter in Florida, when it is
so jolly and cold here, perhaps the
students of Rollins grow tired of
the heat, and would like to exchange campuses with us for a
time. Surely no Kenyon man would
object to such a scheme.
"There is only one hitch to the

has therefore been suggested that
the co-eds be allowed to remain in
Winter Park. This would give the
Rollins lads time to relax, away
from the malignant influence of
the female of the species, and
would, at the same time, give the
Kenyon men an opportunity ix>
test their resistance to feminine
We cannot speak for the girls,
but it is our opinion that Kenyon
is not giving the men a big enough
inducement to go live on their
campus for part of the winter. As
a matter of fact, most of us came
from the North in the first place
to get away from the cold wintry
blasts. Who among us would like
to exchange a day at the beach for
one of wading through dirty
slush? Furthermore, we did not
like the headline on the story
which read, "Scribe Urges Interchange of Campi with Southern
Country Club." We doubt if any
of the Kenyon men, once they got
here, would want to stay because
of the extra work they would have
to do to come up to our standards.
Imagine a Kenyon man going to
(Continued on Fage 8)

THE

School Students
Submit Essays For
Bacheller Prize

Heads Essay Contest

In order to stimulate greater interest in the study of the history of
Florida among high school students
Rollins College is again conducting
an annual essay contest. The Irving Bacheller contest, so called because of the two gold medals offered as prizes by that dean of
Florida writers, is open to junior
and senior students of Florida high
schools, public or private. The top/^VW<5 BACHSi-LBP.
ic for the essays this year is **Notable Personalities of Florida," Rollins College derives the name
which is intended to call attention of its annual essay contest for high
to the men and women "who are school students from Irving Bachresponsible for significant achieve- eller, noted author of Winter Park,
ments in the history and develop- This year the essays will be read
ing of Florida" through the fields to judges at the "Gate O' the Isles"
of discovery, exploration, coloniza- home of Mr. Bacheller.
tion, religion, education, literature,
military activity, sociology, art,'
science, agriculture, transportation,
politics, government, economics
and industry, through the peninsula's 425 years of civilization.
About 90 essays were submitted
The first big social event of the
on January 20. Since then they winter term at Rollins College was
have been sorted and judged and the Black and White Ball given by
the six best chosen. This selection the Kappa Alpha Thetas at Dubswas made by the reading commit- dread Country Club Saturday evetee at a meeting in the conference ning, Feb. 18. Your reporter has
room of the Knowles Memorial yet to see where the black and
Chapel on February 4. The quali- white implied by the name was
fying compositions will be returned carried out from the decorative
to their respective authors who point of view. Nevertheless, the
must study them and be prepared dance was a huge success. The
to deliver them from memory at sparkle and vivacity of the gay
Mr. Bacheller's estate in Winter Rollins crowd permeated the atPark at 4 p. m. February 24. Fol- mosphere.
lowing this the two best will be
Glen Brown's orchestra furnished
awarded the prizes, the decision of very danceable music, which was
the judges being based on origin- especially appreciated by Dejay
ality, fluency of expression, accu- Shriner and Toy Skinner who were
racy and natural and effective de- offering encores of their performlivery.
ance in the Freshman Show.
The six essays selected for oral
The gowns were particularly alpresentation at Mr. Bacheller's luring and glamorous, especially
estate were: "Andrew Jackson" by the strapless variety which seemed
Sara Vorman, Orlando; "Dr. John to have increased in popularity
Gorrie" by Leon Young St. Peterse the last dance. Strange to
burg; "Albert W. Gilchrifet" by say, the up-hair-do which has been
popular this season with the reNena Burt, Sarasota; "General Edmund Kirby-Smith" by Shirley return of the fashion of the gay
Anne Bowstead, Pinecastle; "Cap- 90's bowed to its superior, the long
tain Douglas D. Dummitt" by Rose- bob.
mary Threlkeld, Shiloh ;and "WilAll the notables of Rollins Colliam P. Duval" by Mary Ellen lege turned out for this gala afKnight, Jacksonville.
fair. By the comments heard at
It is interesting to note that the dance by your reporter, as well
among the 29 great personalities as visible evidence, everyone had a
used as subjects of the submitted hilarious and charming time, especompositions were Rollins' own cially Dusty Fennell.
President Hamilton Holt, and Edmund Kirby-Smith who was a and consists of 45 persons from 28
member of the great military fam- cities in Florida. It includes teachily, spoken of by Colonel Samuel ers, high school principals, severFisher in a lecture given before a al newspapermen, librarians and
gathering at Dr. Holt's house re- representatives of Rollins College,
Stetson University, St. Petersburg
cently.
The Irving Bacheller Essay Con- Junior College, Florida State Coltest committee is headed by Pro- lege for Women (Tallahassee),
fessor A. J. Hanna as chairman. and Miami University.

Kraft Heads List
Of Solo Artists
In Bach Festival

Kappa Alpha Thetas
Have Social Success
In All-College Dance

Arthur Kraft will head the list
of nationally famous solo artisti
who are coming to Winter Park
to sing in the Fourth Annual Bach
Festival March 2 and 3.
Professor Christopher O. Honaas, head of the Rollins Conservatory, will direct thte Festival Chorus of one hundred and fifty voices,
which is augmented this year by
the
well-known
Apollo Boys'
Choir from Birmingham, Alabama,
for the fourth consecutive time.
Professor Honaas hopes that the
Winter Park Bach Festival will
soon be recognized as comparable
to the famous Bach Festival at
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in ftts
effort to familiarize the South
with the immortal music of Bach.
He hopes that the Festival will become an established event in Winter Park, to which people will look
forward to participating in and
offering their full-hearted suppo'rt,
to permit not only the music lovers, but everyone to hear the greatest devotional music ever Written.
Arthur Kraft, tenor, who is the
main soloist for this Festival is the
Dean of the Bach singers, and has
been a soloist at the Bethlehem
Bach Festival for the past eight
years. He was the outstanding
artist of last year's Festival in
Knowles Memorial Chapel, where
it is being held again this year.
The Apollo Boys Choir made up
young eight to thirteen year
old boys with rich alto and soprano
voices that have been trained unthe direction of some of the
famous choir directors in the country. Each year the group makes
iries of concert tours and this
year, at last, they have included
the Bach Festival in their itinerary.
Also included in the group of
famous soloists, who stand in the
front ranks of American oratorio
and concert singers, to sing with
the choir are: Lillian Knowles, contralto, who sang at the Bethlehem
Festival last year; Jeanette Vreeland, soprano and David Blair
Vreeland, baritone. All four guest
artists have sung as soloists with

will demand
grooming—

your

best

get your spring permanent
now at

Ritz Beauty Salon
123 E, Morse Blvd. Winter Park

Sigma Nu's To Give
"Black, White, Gold
Ball" On Saturday
Pi Beta Phi
The Pi Beta Phi Fraternity announces they have nine new membesr in their chapter. The newly
initiated are: Anne Anthony, Barbara Brock, Isabelle Flagg, Hortense Ford, Shirley Herman, Tony
Jenkins, Betty Knowlton, Nancy
Locke and Josephine Sanders. A
gay time was had by all the Pi
Phis Friday at the informal initiation. The pledges entertained
and as a finality the pledges spent
the night on the parlor floor in
Mayflower Hall.

LATCH STRING
at 718 Magnolia
ORLANDO

Kay McDonough had an enjoyable week-end with her parents in
Sarasota. Fran Daniel accompanied Professor Trowbridge on a religious conference to the University of Florida at Gainesville.
Lillian Knowles, noted contralto,
Kappa Kappa Gamma
will appear as a soloist on the proShirley Levis went to Gainesgram of the fourth annual Bach
ville for the week-end.
Festival which will be presented
Betty and Marolyn Mackemer
the Knowles Memorial Chapel at
enjoyed a boat trip with their parRollins on March 2 and 3.
ents over the week-end.
Margaret Ann Martin visited her
the New York Philharmonic, Bi
parents in Fort Lauderdale.
ton Symphony, Philadelphia and
Jeanne Langworthy and Neal LuChicago orchestras, and at larger zier went to Miami to visit Mr. and
festivals throughout the country.
Mrs. Luzier over the week-end.
A young pupil of Mr. Kraft':
Betty de Giers went with her
ac Morgan, who scored such a sue father to Miami.
cess at last year's Festival, has
been re-engaged for this year'i
Alpha Phi
The five pledges who were inHerman Siewert, organist of itiated by Beta Lamda of the AlKnowles Memorial Chapel will ac- pha Phi Fraternity Sunday, Febcompany the choir and soloists, ruray 12 are; Mary Trendle of Deat the organ.
troit, Michigan, Lynne Leonard of
of
The program includes three Miami Beach, Kitty Wynne
oruses from "Mass in B Minor," Washington, D. C., Jeanne Brantthe "Et Ressurexit," "Et Incama- man of Long Beach, Long Island,
tus Est," and "Crucifixus," followed by two cantatas. No. 155,
"My God How Long" and No. 140,
"Sleepers Wake," which will be
sung March 2 at 3:00 p. m. The
Bach Choir will sing Part I of "The
Passion According to St. Mat.'s" on Friday afternoon at
3:00 p. m. and Part II of this
QUALITY FOODS
'Passion" at 7:30 p. m. the same
evening.

Houg-h's Food Shop

Founders' Week
Starts With Tallj
by Dr. Salinas

Epsilon Tau Chapter of the Sigma
Nu Fraternity will be hosts at
S p a n i s h P h i l o s o p h e r Speakg
all-college "Black, White and Gold
On C h a r a c t e r Revelations
Ball," (the fraternity
colors)
of W o r k s of Countrymen
which will be held at the Orlando
Country Club on Saturday even
Dr. Pedro Salinas, one of Spain',
ing, March 4. Music will be furnish
ed by Rabbit Robbins and his Flor- most eminent literary figures, ^j.
livered a popular lecture, "Spanish
idians.
Character as Revealed by Spanish
The Sigma Nu's hope to make Art," at the High School auditori.
this dance the first of an annual um yesterday afternoon as the in,
custom and are devoting a great augural feature of the seven-daj
deal of time to insure its success. Founders' Week program.
Dr.
Salinas'
lecture beg^
The Sigma Nu's have also invited their frateilnity
brothers at 4:30 p. m.
This opening event of the Pound,
from Stetson University and from
the University of Florida as well ers' Week celebration was given
under the auspices of the Spanisb
N. Y., and Lillian Ryan of Kelsey Institute of Florida. The local
high
school auditorium, the largest
City, Florida.
Beta Lambda of Alpha Phi an- hall available, was engaged to acnounces the pledging of Mary commodate the large audience
Elizabeth English of Red Bank, which heard the famous Spanish
New Jersey, Monday evening, Feb- essayist and poet.
Although Dr. Salinas is not go
ruary 20.
widely-known here in the United
The Alpha Phis have their week- States, he has served as visiting
ly "tete a tete" Thursday after- professor of Modern SpSnish Literature a t Wellesley College and
Kappa Alpha Theta
Johns Hopkins University. He has
The Thetas are looking forward also previously taught at Oxford
to the visit of Miss L. Pearl Green, and Cambridge, in England; Farthe Grand Secretary of the Kappa
France; and at Hamburg,
Alpha Theta.
Bonn, and Berlin, in Germany.
The Theta Black and White Ball
In Spain, Dr. Salinas is regardwas a grand success
Saturday
[ as one of the country's outr
night and a good time was had by standing and p o s t popular contemall. The Thetas were garbed in porary literary personalities. He
black and white. The chaperones has been head of the Contempo^
were Coach and Mrs. Jack McDow- ary Literature Division of both
all, Mrs. Gl'anberry, Mrs. George the University of Madrid and the
Holt, and Dr. Hamilton Holt. The University of Seville. As a poet
special guests were Dr. and Mrs.
(Continued on page 3)
Armstrong and Mrs. Coe.

Orangre Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Buck Johnson—Campus Agent

We solicit yonr busness

a home town concern.

Winter Park, Phone 413

WATCH
! can't fix
»Al«tAVi<H:
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Have it done now — Washing, Polishing, Simonizing

BABY GRAND

Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

COMING FOR 2 BIG DAYS
MARCH 9th and 10th

Truly An Outstanding Masterpiece

Ignace Jan Paderewski
Foremost Polish Concert Pianist in

" M O O N L I G H T S O N A T A " ^Has^f^,.
BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

You'll See and Hear a Paderewski Concert

Winter Park

Dickson-Ives
The Woman's

For Jaded appetites
and,
lovers of the arts
pull the
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Sings In Festival

Honaas To Lead Chorus of 150
Voices; Apollo Boys Choir,
Lillian Knowles Will Sing

Contest Attempts To Stimulate Interest In History Of
Florida; Six Are Chosen

Founders' Week
Activities

ROLLINS

Store

"Beil Wishes

New

Formals

FOR ANOTHER

FOR "FOUNDERS' WEEK" (
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

!

$7-95
AND

Founders' Week
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,
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$10-95

Filling a Definite Need and Performing a Definite Ser-

College Garage
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\

vice Justifies Rollins College
Doing the Same Thing in a Different
Manner Justifies us.

Complete Automotive Service
QUALITY - INTEGRITY - SERVICE
1

We Specialize in Body Work
and Painting
Most modern body equipment in town

Make every man in the room want to dance with you . . . and
they will if you choose your new Formal from our collection
that has just arrived in the Budget shop. You'll find lovely
flowing chiffons, crisp taffetas, laces and marquisettes.
Styles to give you a little girl look (a grand style note this
spring). In all the lovely new shades. Sizes 12 to 18.

THE BUDGET SHOP
FOURTH FLOOR

Anderson^s
PHONE 101
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Kelly Goes *Nuts' Trying
To Get Frosh Show Started
come fast. About-to-be stars with
grim expressions hurry up to him.
"Dick, when do I go o n ? " "How
soon is our act?" Dick glances at
his schedule and quickly tells
them. They give way to someone
with the same questions.
In the dressing room the lightfooted ballet artists are hurriedly
changing their silky tights. McCorkle grumbles about not having
the proper shade of lipstick. McFall places the tips of his fingers
together, stares wide-eyed at the
wall, and slowly whispers, "Ah, tonight we shall dance as lightly as
feathers." Wetherell mutters under his breath, "Not too lightly,
friend, look at Nazimova". McCorkle grumbles about not having enough curls in his wig.
But, what's this? Could it be?
Yes! It is. George Ehrlich has arrived. The show can go on! Kelly
calls everyone around him and
gives a few quick words of encouragement. He turns and speaks to
George Cartwright, then as the
house lights dim, strides confidently on the stage. "Ladies and Gentlemen" — the show is on.

Miss Mary Margaret McBride,
noted newspaper woman and radio
"columnist", will be one of the
contributors to the Rollins College
Animated Magazine. Miss McBride will move her own thrice
weekly CBS broadcasts to Florida
for the week of February 26.

Margaret McBride
Speaks on Magazine
Broadcast Over
Columbia
Three Times a Week
Mary Margaret McBride will be
one of the outstanding contributors

to the Rollins Animated Magazine
''TheDuke at West Point'' Brings Out Thrills
this Sunday. Miss McBride, although a native of Paris, Missouri,
And Romance ofPlehes Beginning Army Life
now claims New York and Orlando
\
With Joan Fontaine portraying
l", the leading lady, and with Louis
Hayward, Richard Carlson, Tom
•' Brown and Alan Curtis appearing
,, as the four important males in the
^ story, the thrilling adventures and
romances of plebes enrolled at the
United States Military Academy
are humorously and dramatically
; unfolded in Edward Small's "The
Duke of West Point," which is
scheduled for its initial showing at
I the Baby Grand Theatre.
As the story opens, Steve Early
arrives from England, where he
has been spectacularly successful
on the Cambridge Varsity Rugby
Team, to start life as a West Point
Cadet. Accustomed to a goodly
2 amount of pampering by his weal5 thy parents and society friends,
• Steve is "meat" for the yearling
corporals who proceed to make his
life thoroughly miserable and to
. take him down several pegs. How
/ Steve, along with the other plebes,
', goes from one mis-adventure to another weathering storms and heartj break until the thrilling climax,
i when West Point plays its annual
ice hockey game with the Royal
Military College of Canada, is told
in a series of fast-moving, poigI nant scenes'
Among the outstanding sequences which appear in the film are included the famous Flirtation Walk
1 of West Point, the Administration
' building, the "beast barracks," thi
i Cadet Chapel, Trophy Point, Sally
i Port, the Post Office, Grant Hall,
I the Mess Hall, Cullum Hall and the
I cadet stor^—all famous landmarks
I in the life of every plebe.
I
Joan Fontaine, who was rej cruited by Producer Small to play
the feminine lead after she completed an important role in "Gunga Din," is the attractive lady who
causes collective fluttering of
hearts among the young cadets.
I Partnered at the beginning of the
I story with Alan Curtis, she bej comes the "heart interest" of Lou-

(

• is Hayward, who when carrying a
i mattress, stumbles on the curb,

does a dizzy spin, falls flat on his
face at the feet of the lovely heroine, and is thus unconventionally
introduced.
The story of "The Duke of West
Point," which is unfolded against
the pictorial brilliance and beauty
of the Military Academy, was written for the screen by George Bruce.
In addition to the cast of starring
players, the film also features such
notable favorites as Charles D.
Brown, Jed Prouty, Marjorie Gateson, Emma Dunn, George McKay,
Nick Lukats and William Bakewell. Hundreds of Hollywood extras were hired for the large crowd
scenes depicting accurately and authentically the life of cadets at
West Point. These extras were
put through a regular course of
training by military and athletic
experts, and it is reliably reported
that for several weeks their life
exactly paralleled in Hollywood
the life of the plebe who enrolls at
the Academy.
"The Duke of West Point," which
is being released through United
Artists, was directed by Alfred

as her home towns.
Known as an author and radio
performer she began her career as
a reporter for the Cleveland Press
in 1919. Since then she has witten
for the Pictorial Review, Cosmopolitian, Saturday Evening Post
and Good Housekeeping. Sitnoe
1926 Miss McBride has been a
radio columnist for the Columbia
Broadcasting Company and has enacted the part of Martha Dean
over WOR.
She is also vice-president of the
Standard Advertising Agency of
New York City. Because of her
great contributions to the radio,
she was awarded a medal by the
Women's National Exposition of
Arts and Industries. She has also
been awarded the medal of the
Wall Paper Institute.
Miss McBride is a member of
the Kappa Alpha Theta sorority.

If You Want to Look
Smart Go To

Simmons Barber
Angebilt Hotel ,

Union College is organizing a
conference on industry and government to be held April 17.
Cornell University is conducting
research into the methods of training vocational education teachers.
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310 East Park Avenue
Winter Park, Florida
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STATIONERY and GREETING CARDS
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Guaranteed
Lubrication

a good institute of learning is also founded on a
sound basis

Goodyear Tires and Tubes
Willard Batteries
Washing and Waxing

Orange-Buick
Company
330 N. Orange Ave.
Phone 5410

For this one day in the
year we women of YowellDrew's "take over" and
show the men just what we
can do! The values we're
offering
for
"Women's
f a y " will really make you
"sit up and take notice."
So you female grads and
linder-grads of Rollins, rail
round and help us come
through with flying colors!

MORRIS SHELL
SERVICE

Orlando

CLAUDE HERRINGTON

"CAL" LANGSTON

1

HERRINGTON-LANGSTON
Orlando's Finest Restaurant

]

13 N. Orange Avenue

Yowell-Drew Co.
ORLANDO
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Founders' Week Program

But All Ends Well As George board explaining again what sort
S Ehrlich Finally Arrives To of lighting should be used for the
Interruptions
i M.C. "Colossal" Production different scenes.
"Where are the records? Where
{ are the costumes? Where's Ehrlich? We can't start the show 'till
I he's here. Who took my pro1 gram?" Dick Kelly was running
t around with about as much calmness as an expectant father in the
t ball of the maternity ward.
And if you were in his place
I you'd be excited, too. Here it is
four minutes before curtain time.
1 The annual Freshman Frolic is
about to go on and several of the
performers haven't shown up. Some
of the costumes can't be found.
Two of the special records are
missing.
And these absences
aren't due to lack of preparation.
Dick has worked hard.
Thre^e weeks earlier he began
rounding up local talent ( ? ) , figuring out skits, and spurring on
the directors of each fraternity and
sorority group. Dick spent a great
deal of time because he wanted to
put on a good show. *Kow the big
moment is here.
Dick is standing with George
Cartwright a t the light control

ROLLINS

Commentator Coming

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

|

Thursday, February 23
11:00 A. M.—Lecture, "'The Situation in China
and Japan", by Dr. John Martin. High
School Auditorium. (Silver Collection).
7:30 P. M.—Organ Vespers. Herman F. Siewert, F. A. G. O., Organist, assisted by
Aroxie Hagopian, Soprano, and Bruce
Dougherty, Tenor. Knowles Memorial
Chapel.
Friday, February 24
10:00 A. M.—Adjourned Meeting of the Board of
Trustees. Choir Room, Knowles Memorial Chapel.
4:00 P. M.—Nineteenth Anniversary Program of
the Irving Bacheller Essay Contest in
Florida History. "Gate o' the Isles.".
Open tcJ the Public.
Saturday, February 25
Alumni Day
Registration at the Alumni Office, Pinehurst Hall
1:00 P. M.—Forty-first Annual Luncheon-Meeting of the Rollins College Alumni Association, Dr. Rex Beach, '97, President.
Thomas P. Johnson, '34, Toastmaster. Dr.
Fred Stone, Hon. '29,,Guest of Honor
and Speaker. College Commons. ($1.00)
3:30 P. M.—Annual Alumni Memorial Vesper
Service. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
4:30 P. M.—Gay Nineties Tea. Mr. and Mrs.
Henry B Mowbray's Home, 422 Chase
Avenue.
6:00 P. M.—Class and Group Reunions.
7:30 P. M.—Annual Pounders' Week Dinner.
Mrs. Harry P. Bonties, Chairman. College Commons. ($3.00 per plate) Open
to the public
7:30 to 10:00 P. M.—Fencing Match. Georgia

9:45

^
11:00
1:00
2:30

9:30

10:00

School of Technology vs. Rollins. Recreation Hall.
Sunday, February 2S
A. M.—Founders' Week Morning Meditation. Sermon, "Make No Little Plans!"
by Dr. William Spencer Beard. Knowles
Memorial Chapel. The nave will be reserved for the College and Alumni until 9:40
A. M. The remainder of the Chapel is
open to the public.
A. M.—Services at other Winter Park
churches.
P. M.—President's Luncheon for Animated
Magazine contributors and Guests.
President's House, by Invitation.)
P. M.~"Rollins Animated Magazine", Vol.
Xll., No. 1. President Hamilton Holt,
Editor; Dr. Edwin Osgood Grover, Publisher. College Campus. General Admission, free. Reserved seat tickets at $1.00
each may be obtained at the Box oWice,
Annie Russell Theatre, from four to six
daily through February 25th. In case of
rain, the "Magazine" will be "published"
in the Annie Russell Theatre, the Knowles Memorial Chapel and Recreation Hall.
Monday, February 27
A. M.—Academic Procession forms at Carnegie Hall.
Professor Edward F. Weinberg, Marshall.
A. M.—Founders' Day Convocation. Address, "The Liberal College of Arts and
Sciences", by Dr. Charles
Seymour,
President of Yale University. Knowles
Memorial Chapel. Reserved seats will
not be held later than 9:55 a. m.

53rd Founders' Week
Begins With Talk By
Dr. Petro Salinas
(Continued from

2)

and essayist, he has written numerous interpretations of life in Spain
and of Spanish philosophy.
Dr. Salinas' lecture was given
in English. He used illustrated
slides in interpreting Spanish art
as exemplified by such great Spanish artists as Goya, Velasquez, and
El Greco. Immediately following
the lecture a forum was held in
Spanish, presided over by Dr. Doris K. Arjona, of Stetson University, for Spanish students and interested members of the audience.
President Hamilton Holt introduced the presiding officer of the
lecture, Dr. Rollin S. Atwood, director of the Department of InterAmerican Affairs, University of
Florida, and gave a brief resume
of the Founders' Week program.
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FOLLOWING

EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and pointed, wellrewtded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
BS gritty and energetic as its name implies, victorious in single combal and therefore without a
peer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found upon investigation
to be among t?ie extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

Famous Men and Opportunities
Founders' Week brings many important
and interesting men to Rollins College every year. Sunday and Monday, during the
Animated Magazine and the Convocation
Day exercises, an opportunity will be offered to undergraduates as well as to people
throughout the state, to hear and to meet
some of the nation's outstanding personalities.
Too frequently, college students are apt
to regard such an opportunity too lightly.
The prospect of a day at the beach or at the
theatre, may at the time, seem more interesting and invfting than sitting in the hot
sun for two hours or listening to a speaker
in the Chapel. Of course, it all depends on
the individual — as does everything else for
that matter. It depends on how much importance the student may place on things of
an educational nature and how much
he
craves a good time. It would be a foolish
attempt to limit ourselves to just either one
or the other, for the worthwhile life has as
much play as vjfork. Grinds are as unnatural
as are playboys. The ordinary man makes
his most important decision when in college.
He must set a system for himself whereby
he can evaluate the importance of all the opportunities that confront him. At Rollins,
these opportunities are many in number and
the decision is therefor all the more difficult.
We like to boast, however, that the choice is
easier for a Rollins man because he is taught
from the very day he matriculates to think
, for himself.
If what we believe is true then, Rollins
students will make the most of the College's
biggest affair. They will attempt to broaden their knowledge by listening and reasoning with men and women who have already
made names for themselves in the world.
Though their interests may lie purely in the
scientific field, they will learn from the'poets
and authors. And even if they are inclined
towards art, they will glean much from wide
field of knowledge embraced by the journalist.
The Animated Magazine is a rare opportunity that only a few thousands will see; a
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Dr. Evelyn Newman Concludes Series of
Lectures with '*Can Liberty Survive?

Young Lovers and Dirt Roads

Evoking the spirits of Benjamin soon to be published. She also pro,
tested strongly against insidious
Franklin and Abraham Lincoln
We have wondered for some time how long
the great forces of the 18th £ propaganda, asserting that the
the college was going to ignore the dirt in
19th centuries in the establishment war, going on is not physical but a
front of the freshmen girl's dorm—Cloverand continuation of the American war of idealogies, subversive to
leaf. We thought that surely
something
ideaology of Liberty, Dr. Evelyn democracy. She called attention
would be done to eliminate that awful haz
Newman gave the last of her pop to the beautiful play, "Croatan"
ard to young love. Since, perhaps it is not fitular series of lectures at All Saints
ting and proper that a sober, cold and imParish House on February 13th to
a large audience. Basing her lecpersonal educational institution be concern
ture on Carl Van Doren's recent
ed over the matters of Dan Cupid, we shall
biography of Franklin, Dr. Newembark on a crusade of relenting warfare diman gave a broad review of the
rected at the grounds committee.
life of this great apostle of democIn the first place, how is a dirty, dusty,
racy who has been called "the first
bumpy drive a hinderance to young love?
truly civilized American," the leadAH, the answer is so all-important that the
ing internationalist of his time.
cognizance of our knowledge makes us tremShe sketched his studious boyhood
days in the Boston print shop, his
ble with fear lest the administration lash at
business as a publisher in Philadelus with fierce revenge for disclosing it. Yet
phia, his political career in Engwe have made our cake and it looks as though
land, France and his native counwe'll have to eat it. We will answer with an
try,
where, with Washington and
illustration.
Jefferson, he was the leading
A young man, such as you, (except those
tatesman in framing the Declaraof you who are females, of course) wants a
tion of Independence, and later,
date with a Cloverleaf girl—this is a natural
the Constitution of the United
desire you will agree, I am sure. Now, what
States.
With Ifleen dramatic
does he do about it? Obviously he calls her
touches, she pictured Franklin's
hopeful endeavor to reconcile the
up; if she isn't there he asks for someor
old world to the new through exelse, etc. But let us confine ourselves to the
port and trade on his first mission
TBPOFTWE WRIGLEl" BULWNS IN CHIexample in which our young man gets the
DH.BVE.L'/U At£l^!Mit^M
CAGO AND CAtMLY PIAYED ATRDIWBONE
to England when his hopes were
FRANK ANNEBERS, KANSAS U. TUMSgirl he wants. The time for the date arrives
SOLO.' HIS BAG OF TCICKS I N O U D E
LWG QQA04 CW WALK ON HIS HANDS
dashed by British pride and young Van Loon's ""Our Battle," Arm.
MING A CHEEK STAND AND SHWING
as it inevitably does; the young man gets in
AlAOSr AS EASILY A3 HE CAN ON HIJ
strongs "We and They" and "This
America's
anger
at
her
oppressor.
HIMSELF AT THE SAME TIME.'' *
FEET. HE ONCE STOOD ON HIS HEAD ON
his car (all Rollins students have cars or a
She showed Franklin as always the German Reich and German Amerigood reading for true fatreasonable facsimile thereof), and he is off
moralist not the mystic, in his efto see the sweetest girl in the world, unquote.
forts to bring harmony out of tual research.
But what happens ? As soon as he turns off
strife, and as the great arbiter of
Phis country's dream of a widHolt Avenue onto the Horseshoe Drive, he is
the doctrine that men are created
rieher life for all, must coim
By Peggy Whiteley
equal with certain inalienable true," she said in closing, quoting
discouraged. He sees before him a long narLincoln's last words of farewell as
row strip of sand and dirt that would make
Now that the lovely Florida wea- examples we could give we point rights.
he left Springfield for Washinga golf hazard look like a bowling alley. This ther has come back from where out Willie Whitehead. How proud
of course darkens the young lover's heart ever it's been for the past week or Prof Pierce must feel, for Willie
Dr. Franklin gave a vivid de ton: "I have often asked what kept
scription of Franklin's part in tht this country together so long, it
but he is determined to go on no matter so we've noticed all sorts of things was a sad case until he etc.
As long as we seem to be in th framing of the Declaration of In- was this dream in the heart oi
what. But then he turns off to enter the sprouting, and not only in the
dependence, and later as minister
Cloverleaf Drive and there his courage fails flower beds. We are of an affable griping mood we'd like to say
nature
but
there
are
times!
And
bitter
word about the Gamma Phi' plenipotentiary in France, where
him, for staring him in the face is a road so
this is one. If this turns out to who we have heard repeatedly ac he won the affection of the French
sandy and so hilly that the government is
be a lecture on sportsmanship it cuse numerous other people and people and the recognition of the
thinking of including pictures of it in the will be because' our feelings have groups of people of sitting around new, young republic, over-seas, by
latest pamphlet on "Soil Erosion." This is slipped out of the bag again. We like dummies and not showing any the French government under King
too much for the lad, and he shifts into re- are not endorsing inferiority com- life. May they hold their tongues Louis Capet and Queen Marie Anverse and returns home to pout or goes to plexes, but there are people around forever from any further criti- toinette. She spoke of his later
one of the local "Jook joints" to drown his here who are so afraid that they cism—at least those who, out on career as a statesman in the
won't be credited with all their the horseshoe after lunch the other United States and of the appresorrows in drink.
good qualities that they strive to day, refused to budge or even to ciation of Washington and JefferThis sad tale, taken from the memoirs of
put themselves (like a cinder) in- give civil answer to the few ener- son for his balanced.philosophical
an unsuccessful Rollins graduate, would not to the eye of the public. Besides getic people who were all for any
mind, citing these three statesmen ' E f f e c t of t h e Totalitarian
have been told if the drive were in good con- that they talk themselves up until kind of amusement of the lighter as the great creators and apostles
P h i l o s o p h y o n M o r a l s " Is
dition.
T o p i c of D i s c u s s i o n
the line between truth and fantasy kind, such as drop the handkerchief of our eighteenth century democIn all seriousness, we are sure that a great becomes as dim as the Rollins Plan, or London bridge. They just lay racy.
Dr. Charles S. Macfarland, Genmajority of Rollins students would appre- and the next thing you know on their full stomachs and grinned
Lincoln, as the saviour of the eral Secretary Emeritus of the.
ciate the College's improving the drive; it is they've convinced themselves of like frogs waiting for foolish green
Union in the nineteenth century, Federal Council of the Churches of
their
wondrous
abilities.
And
while
flies
to
come
and
be
eaten.
indeed necessary.
was next discussed by Dr. New- Christ in America, lectured in the
we're mentioning wondrous abiliThe jasmine stinks pretty. May man who based her talk on Rob- Annie Russell Theatre, February
ties, may we congratulate the K.A.
ert Sherwood's recent book "Abe 20th, on "The Effect of the Totwho told the world, as he landed we suggest a sniff ?
We are just becoming accus- Lincoln in Illinois," now drama- alitarian Philosophy on Morals."
It looks good to find a paper that displays after the crew race, that the other tomed to various faces and names tized into a play. She spoke of the
Dr. Macfarland began by a defithree
men
were
only
props
and
he
its patriotism all over the editorial page, and
won the race all alone. It's not that we found had taken the place recent revival of the theme of nition of the totalitarian philosothe rest of the paper too, using such phrases
many people who could do that! over when we returned this term, democracy in the literature of to- phy. In it the only possible organas *'against all isms except Americanism." And may we also congratulate the but as yet there are some who day and forecast Carl Sandburg's ization of mankind is the National
Lincoln book, "The War Years" State. Humanity as such does not
Occasionally people and politicians as well as same person, wTio, carrying his still look strange to us. I t didn't
papers use such talk. If one doesn't think abilities even further, appointed take us long to find out that B.
exist. This state is the object ol
about such things, one is likely to stop and himself a cheering section of one McFall could find a funny face for
mplete loyalty. There is no such
admire the patriotism of one who speaks to see how many sleety remarks he any occasion, and a quip to go
thing as the individual conscience.
with
it;
and
that
M.
Nix
knows
a
In fact, the individual has no exout so boldly for his country and its ideals. could yell at the opposing players
lot she'll never tell; and that Pres
istence or significance except as a
However, we find that very often the users whenever they lost the ball or
Wetherell thinks he's cute; and
cog in the machinery of the state.
of such phrases are not defining their terms. failed to make a basket. Such that I. Rieger is one to be missed.
Mankind is a hierarchy with difThey don't tell us what is their idea of Amer- magnificence! Of course it made;
(Continued from page 1)
the other students quietly refrain
fering grades of value in states.
This week the black-eye club
icanism.
from anything but clapping — in offers the following applicants:
One race or nation is superior to
The same is true when they talk of un- awe of one with such great abili- You all know the young journalist
all others and in it one man, the
Beanery satire, the Menu so earAmerican things. They still do not tell us ties.
leader, is superior to all mankind.
Hanna ?
nestly studied by Kay Jennings
what is un-American. If something to which
Well, he slipped on a peel of ba- pas none other than the song sheet The Being and Will of every huthey are opposed comes up, it is promptly
institution is that of the state
In spite of the fact that we of
nana,
Deep Purple". No doubt she was
incarnated in the will and person
branded un-American and respectable people the class of '39 remember with And so shattered his head
planning to order "Sleepy Garden
of the leader. There is no identity
pleasure the Freshman Show we The next paper we read
are not suposed to favor it.
Walls" as an entree, or possibly
of mutuality of rights or interests
It may be that some ultra patriot will call put on in our day, we humbly bow Had a really most readable manna.
.rs Twinkling in the Sky."
among states. Imperialism is the
and, yet another—
labor organization un-American. Then one to the class of '42. Not only did
le must admire George Ehryou display talent, my friends, but Ann Roper and Thomas Costello, lich's poise and ready wit, although only law of political and social life,
really begins to ask what is American. Are
r. Macfarland illustrated the
you have leaders who, if they conexuberance occasionally over'feudalism" and "Americanism" synono- tinue as they should, will reap the A firm gal and a reasonable fellow.
totalitarian philosophy is developed
flowed not too happily into the
mous? Is the uncontrolled stretch-out the rewards that Rollins has to give Go on picnics and larks,
(And they put out all sparks),
other
performances.
However
he
Germany where, he said, we have
same thing as the American way ? Does the to those who chose to seek. We
But there's more that we wish we strung the show together so well, it both at its best and at its worst,
ideal of equal opportunity tend to break hope they will. As one of the best
could tell-o.
he should be absolved, even pen- and also in the most complete
down only political equalities or does it mean
sioned.
form. We can no longer confine
that one person has the same chance to live
consideration to this philosoOne of the most successful and
in comfort as another?
eye-pleasing acts of the evening phy as though we were just dealPeople who use such terms, usually, are
IS presented by Martha Frost ing with a particular form of govonly talking. They may be talking in all sind Ashley Purse. Both are ex- ernment, as personified in Adolf
cerity, but often we doubt whether or not Wellesley S p a n i s h P r o f e s s o r
Hitler, we can make no appeal to
Miss H a g o p i a n A n d B r u c e quisite dancers and made the most reason, decency or human feeling,
they know what they are talking
about.
Addresses Florida Group
of the Bolero. Music was not wholD o u g h e r t y Will S i n g
and
yet it has paralyzed the will
Americanism means a number of different
ly necessary for a like rhythm
things to different people. It would be imould be detected every time Miss of a hundred million people.
The Spanish Institute of Florida
Herman F. Siewert, College or Frost moved. She has rather a
Dr. Macfarland gave illustrations
possible to define Americanism to suit every- honored Dr. Pedro Salinas, profestranslations from original and
one. Therefore we say that the person, paof Spanish a t Wellesley, at ganist, will present a varied pro- genius for saying with a sweep of
per, politician, or what have you that favors dinner in the Seminole Hotel, Tues- gram for organ vespers in the her head, that which would be cen- authoritative sources showing the
effect of this philosophy on charAmericanism is merely talking to make an day, February 21, at 8:30 p. m.
Knowles Memorial Chapel on Feb.sored in print.
All in all, it was a most invigor- acter and morals. We have been
eai. Certainly it is not to take a definite
le dinner, arranged by Mrs. 23 at 7:30 P. M.
ating evening, in which Master for the past quarter of a century
Campbell of the Rollins Spanish
stand.—the Furman Hornet.
. The program, in which Miss Ha- Kelly seemed to uncover the secret endeavoring to establish princiDepartment, was an outstanding
ples of international morality in
success. Dr. Hamilton Holt, act- gopian, soprano, and Mr. Dougherty desires of most of the audience.
form of international law, but
ing as master of ceremonies, in- tenor, will sing a duet, come^ dur- Jenelle was shot. George Ehrlich
so far as Europe is concerned
Beanery plates
"Shoes a n d s h i p s a n d sealing w a x , a n d troduced Dr. Salinas who spoke ing Founders' Week and will con- was strangled.
every principle of international law
sist
of
the
following:
were
smashed
with
abandon.
And
briefly
to
the
company.
Miss
Emicabbages and kings." Almost a s great a
has
been
reversed. So far as nav a r i e t y of objects is found b e t w e e n p a g e s of
Tumbull and Mrs. William C. 1. Choral Prelude on "St. Ann" Martha Frost was kissed.
tional morality is concerned it i»
books r e t u r n e d t o Sullivan Memorial L i b r a r y . Bowers, guests of honor, also con- —Noble.
the patriotic duty of the German
2.
Carillon—Leo
Sowerby
T h e b i g g e s t c a t c h t o d a t e h a s been a t e n - tributed to the program. Miss
people to develop hatred of other
3. Finale from "Pathetique Symdollar b i l l ^ u s e d a s a b o o k - m a r k ! " B u t t h e y Turnbull read translations of Dr.
states and nations. In the origin^'
phony.... (requested) Tschaikowsky
German edition of Hitler's Mei»
w o u l d n ' t l e t m e k e e p i t , " complained t h e al- Salinas' poetry, and Mrs. Bowers,
4. Duets, Aroxie Hagopian, Sowho came from Cuba for the occaKampf, much of which has been
m o s t - l u c k y circulation a t t e n d a n t .
prano, Bruce Dougherty, Tenor
,
gave
a
brief
address.
Mrs.
S t a m p e d a n d a d d r e s s e d l e t t e r s often
Don Pedro Salinas spoke on the omitted in English translations, the
5.
Alt
Wein—Godowsky
Campbell read in Spanish selecforeign policy of National Socialfound in t h e books a r e mailed on. Recently
6. Gavotte—Martini (1706-84) "Spanish Character as Revealed by
tions of Dr. Salinas' poems.
one a d d r e s s e d t o M r s . F r a n k l i n D . Roosevelt
7. Caprice Viennois — Kreisler Spanish Art" in the Winter Park
n has been the one aim, oP™
high
school
auditorium
yesterday
w a s discovered.
8. March, from "Die Meisterd avowed, of aggression and acPi Gamma Mu Meets
afternoon. Dr. Salinas is visiting cession.
S o m e b o r r o w e r s help f u t u r e r e a d e r s b y
sanger"—"
professor of modern Spanish litl e a v i n g s y n o p s e s of c h a p t e r s . T e m p l e s t u The word "truth" has been abolPi Gamma Mu meeting was held
erature in Wellesley college and ished from the dictionary and the
d e n t s also display t h e i r a r t i s t i c a b i l i t y b y last night a t 7:15 P. M. in the
University of Kentucky mathefilling t h e p a g e s w i t h slips of p a p e r b e a r i n g choir room in Knowles Memorial maticians have figured out that Johns Hopkins University. He is readers of "Mein KampP are toll
f r e e - h a n d d r a w i n g , b y " i m p r o v i n g " on pic- Chapel. Plans were made for the the average parade band member one of the great poets and essay- that peoples are more easily led hj
ists of Spain, Oxford and Cam- big lies because they are used to
t u r e s a l r e a d y in books, a n d b y carefully dec- radio program which is to be given marches 160 miles in formation
bridge in England, Paris in France, little lies.
National morals af'
orating t h e covers.
March 1.
during the football season.
and Hamburg, Bonn, and Bremen purely questions of expediency.
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FOOTNOTES

Dr.C.S.MacFarlan(l
FamousChurchman
Lectures at Rollins

Americanism

Frosh Show Starts
With A Murder and
Ends With A Dance

Salinas is Honored
Herman Siewert Gives
Guest of Institute Varied Org-an Vespers

Intercollegiate

Dr. Salinas Lectures;
Spanish Forum Held
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'^8,000 t o Witness
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V,
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SANDSPUR

Dudley Darling Is Elected to Succeed
Bill Scheu as Student Union Drive Head

Lectures Here

The

—
(Continued from page 1)

%"-—
^ „us attending personages. Al'\ though the Table of Contents for
this unusually interesting feature
of Founders' Week has not yet
been completed, it is assured that
the Number 1 issue of Volume 12
ot the Rollins Animated Magazine
will be the most representative and
well rounded edition that has been
published for the past several
years.
Admission is free, there is no
"subscription price," but a collec•DR. JESSE F. WILLIAMS
tion will be taken up a has been Head of the physical education dethe custom of previous years for partment a t . Columbia University
the benefit of the library fund. Re- and the nation's foremost authori
served seats may be secured for ty on that subject, Dr. Jesse Wil
the price of $1.00. Tickets for Hams will speak to Rollins audi
these reserved seats can be had ences at the Animated Magazine
from the Alumnae Office or to and at the Founders' Day Convothe Cashier's Office in Carnegie cation.
, Hall.
I In case of rain, the contributors
I to the famous Rollins Animated
Magazine will have to do triple
duty by appearing, in person, in
, three different halls to deliver
I their manuscripts.
(Continued from page 1)
it
The Program
I
'I " l . Arthur Hayes Sulzberger, of
I the New York Times—The Lead- a lieutenant in the Medical Corps
'' ing Editorial.
of the United States Army. From
^ 2. Sydney Homer, noted compos^- er who will read from his biog] 1918 to 1919 he was a major in
- phy, which just came from the the American Red Cross, in charge
^ publishers last Tuesday, entitled of the Atlantic Division's Recrea: »My Wife and I."
tional Hospitals; then in 1919 he
' 3. Mary Margaret McBride—"On again returned to Columbia, where
• the Radio.
he has remained.
4. Dr. Charles Seymour — "InA member of numerous organitellectual Freedom and Spiritual
Devotion in the University Atmos- zations, he at one time compiled a
I phere."
"Survey of Florida Schools."
5. Elizabeth Maddock Roberts,
While in Winter Park, Dr. Wilnovelist and poet will read two liams will be the guest of John
Palmer Gavitt.
I short poems.
6. Frank O. King, noted cartoont ist of the "Gasoline Alley" comic
^ strip and author of several humorous books who will give the story
J of "Living With Skeezix".
j 7. James Branch Cabell — "Seen
hut not Heard" (a story without Will Give Beethoven's Fifth
words).
Symphony in Second Part
:; 8. Madame Louis Homer, famed
\ Metropolitan star reading from her
The third concert of the Central
( husband's biography.
Florida Symphony Orchestra will
i 9. Thomas Dreier, who last year
be given this evening, February 22,
r gave the story of the "Humming
in the auditorium of the Winter
V Bird Lady" will tell a story entitled
Park high school under the conduc• "All About Music".
torship of Alexander Bloch.
10. Dr. Jesse F. Williams, noted
The first half hour of the condirector of Physical Education who cert, lasting from promptly at
i will tell of the "Schools for Liv- eight o'clock to eight-thirty, will
I ing".
be broadcast over the Rollins radio
11. The Poetry Page presented program. The two numbers which
by two Rollins alumni; Maxeda will be heard over the radio are
Hess and Gilbert Maxwell.
the Overture to Oberon by Carl
12. Mrs. John Martin who will von Weber, and Saint-Saens' congive a humorous skit on "Educa- certo for cello. Arnold Kvam will
tion". Mrs. Martin's book, "Pro- be the soloist. The fifth Beethoven
hibiting Poverty" is now in its 14th symphony will be presented as
edition.
the second half of the concert.
13. The Children's Page contributed by Elvira Garner. For this
page she will read from her latest book "Ezekiel's Travels".
14. Fred Stone, honorary alumni
of Rollins and well-known actor
who will make a personal appearance.

Dr. Jesse Williams
Will Speak During
Founders' Program

Symphony Orchestra
Gives Third Concert

Student Ul on Building
off to a ne start under
a new head and n( T committee,
with new ideas and
lew spirit to
back it up. In othe
words,up
a the
littie bit of new to brighten
hard work necessary to lead eventually to a glorious finish. Bill
Scheu had to resign from is position as leader in the work because
he is already overburdened with
duties and jobs, but he did his
work well while he had the position, and now we hope to see it
advance ever as strongly under
Dudley Darling's very able leadership.

Ann Roper, printed material;
Mort Lichtenstein, meetings and
entertainment; Peggy Whiteley,
newspaper; Tony Jenkins and
Tommy Phillips, special letter solicitation.
The poster committee, under the
publicity committee, is still open
to anyone who would like to have
this job, and anyone can find out
about it if they will please see Jean
Fairbanks. We all have said that
we will back this endeavor to the
best of our abilities, and let's do
so.
This letter venture is our
first opportunity to show we really
meant it, so when we're asked to
do anything, let's be sure we do it
At the assembly held several well.
weeks ago many constructive suggestions were advanced for getting the necessary funds, which we
are all sure will be forthcoming if
only we can use the correct approach. This is what the committee has been working over, and Sandspur Editor Is Editorial
they finally decided on the idea Associate and Representative
Jack Buckwalter volunteerd at the
assembly — that of personal letter
The Winter issue of "College
solicitation; three or more to be Years", the national intercollewritten by each student^lo that it giate magazine, is now on the
will not be merely another form of newsstands according to an anasking for money, but a request nouncement made today hy Joe D.
from a new student to an old one. Hanna, Jr., editorial associate for
The letters will have a certain form the magazine and Rollins repreto them but will have a place for sentative.
the personal note and in the letter
This particular edSltion is eswill be a little blotter in the form pecially interesting because of the
of a brick with a sentence or two many pictures and well written aron it as a reminder of the Student ticles.
Women's fashions and
Union Building, which the commit- sports take up most of the magatee feels sure will be an effective, zine. "College Years" is particuas well as a subtle way to make larly modern in that all of its edithe Alumni appreciate our serious tors are undergraduate students
in the nation's outstanding colefforts.
These letters will be finagled by leges and universities.
means of the sororities and fraternities to make it easier and more
systematic, and supervised so that
no chicken scrawls will go out as
they would probably do the fund
no good. Through this method Former College Conference
they hope to distribute the work
Leader Speaks in Church
more evenly throughout the student body.
Picnicking through Europe" was
The new committee is as follows:
the interesting title of a lecture on
Dudley Darling, chairman; FranFeb. 21st, at the Congregational
ces Daniel, organization commitChurch, given by Dean Brandish
tee; Matt Ely, treasurer; Helen Gregg, former conference leader
Darling, solicitation; Jean Fairbanks, publicity; Wilma Heath,
special publicity; Betty Winton
and Pres Wetherell, collection;

Must Write Poems Descriptive of Spirit of 1939 Fair;
First Prize Is $1,000

a)/?. T^lotms CMunEJiS
Issue of College Years
Now on Sale to Public Dr. Thomas Chalmers
Lectures on Russia

Dean Gregg Lectures
On Eui«opean Trip

Tells Of Terrorism Within
Under Dictator Stalin
Dr. Thomas Chalmers gave h
weekly history lecture in his adult
education course Monday morning,
February 20, at 11:00 o'clock in th
high school auditorium. His topic
was, "The Story of Russia Under
Stalin. Terrorism within. Outwardly is the Trend Toward Cooperation and Hope?"
Dr. Chalmers is a clergyman and
since 1920 has been professor of
history at Boston University and
has been professor of history at
Rollins. He is considered an
thority on present-day world affairs.
on Individual Problems at Roll:
College.
Dean Gregg spent the summer
of 1938 touring England, France,
Belgium and Germany in an automobile with his family. They stopped at roadside inns and traveled
during the day as fancy dictated
and had many humorous adventures—some very exciting and all
interesting.

Let Us Fit You
to a pair of

MEXICAN
HURACHES
White or Natural

$2.95

Permanents

$5-10

Patchup Waves

3.50

PMSON'S BEAUTY SHOP
Winter Park

Andy's Garage
Church S t

"CERTIFIED DRYCLEANING"
For Founders' Week

Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

PRESSING WHILE YOU WAIT
ALTERATIONS

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
PRESSING WHILE YOU WAIT

Town and Country
Shop
Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

For Your Founders'
Week Activities

Orlando

Presents a Brilliant Collection of
California Fashions
INDIVIDUAL STYLES FOR TOWN AND
COUNTRY WEAR

The Colonnade
Orlando

Phone 8

New Spring
Fashions
Parents Are Intelligent

in lovely

but after all it is expecting a good deal of them to know what
you mean when you send a hurry-up call for extra funds for
"Something I MUST have, that I saw at the Whistlnig
Oyster."

PASTEL

Naturally we all know that this is the one place to buy better
wedding presents, suitable gifts for fraternity thank-you's
and birthday gifts for deserving parents. Jensen Silver,
Orrefors Crystal, Liberty Scarfs, and a really decent collection
of gifts for men.

Gay, sparkling
design
that will intrigue you, and
your friends.

Founders' Week is a good time to bring parents and friends
to see this Oyster that is not a bivalve.

Private Dining Rooms For College
Parties

THE

WHISTLING

OYSTER

shades

youthful or sophisticated
styles for all

Louis^
AT ORLANDO

R.C. BAKER

Beginning W^nesday, 22nd
Wednesday and Thursday
Uncle Sam's armada of steel
and thunder zooms to glory as
the screen unfold its thrilling,
mighty saga, with
GEORGE BRENT
OLIVIA DeHAVILLAND
in
"WINGS OF THE NAVY"

346 E. Park Ave

of Ogunquit, Maine

at the comer downtown

at your

BABY GRAND

College poets are now offered an
opportunity to evince their genius
in a nation-wide prize competition
for an official poem descriptive of
the spirit of the New York World's
Fair 1939, it was announced by
Friday Only
Grover A. Whalen, President of the
The most authentic, the most
Fair Corporation, and The Acad- most throilling, romantic story
emy of American Poets, which is ever told about Uncle Sam's
West Point
conducting the contest.
LOUIS HAYWARD
The required subject and title
JOAN FONTAINE
of the submitted poems is "The
"DUKE
OP WEST POINT'
World of Tomorrow," this being
with
the dramatic theme and inspiration
Tom Brown, Hichard Carlson,
of the I^air.
Alan Curtis—Also Richard
Six prizes are to be awarded, a
Wagner's "TANNHAUSER"
First Prize of $1,000 and five of
Saturday, Sunday, Monday
$100 each. Duplicate pizes will be Kippling's heroic lines inspire
awarded in case of ties.
Hollywood's biggest movie
"GUNGA DIN"
By the terms of the contest, the
starring
submitted poems must be in the
CARY GRANT
English language, and be comparaVICTOR M C L A U G H L I N
tively brief, and also, consonant
and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
with the spirit of the Fair. In adJoan Fontaine
dition to being original with the
contestant, they must not have been also Walt Disney's "Merbabies"
previously published. No contestant may submit more than three
poems. An official entry blank,
"ST. LOUIS BLUES"
'obtainable from the Academy at
435 East 52 Street, must accompany each entry.
meyer and Colonel Theodore RooseThe Academy reserves publicavelt. Their decisions will be final
tion and all other rights to all
and irrevocable.
poems submitted. Also the Academy assumes no responsibility for
loss of manuscripts nor will any
manuscript be returned. Poems Have your Portable repaired at
must be mailed to the Academy at
Orlando Typewriter
435 East 52 Street, not later than
Exchange
March 15, 1939.
Authorized Underwood Agents
Three judges have been appoint- Phone 6518, 212 South Main St.
ed to make the awards. They are
Orlando
William Rose Benet, Louis Unter-

308 E. Park Ave.

473 No. Orange Ave.

THIS WEEK

•

Harrison Tallcs o n Medicine
Dr. William Groce Harrison lectured February 17 in the Annie
Eussell Theatre on the history of
medicine. His topic was, "Some
Significant American Contributions to Medicine and Surgery."
Dr. Harrison is a member of the
faculty of Vanderbilt University,
and a nationally known authority
on medicine.

College Poets Are
Offered Chance To
Win Fair Awards

50c Full Course Noon Luncheon
Evening Dinners 65c to $1.00
Chicken and Steak Our Specialty

on the Patio reached from 120 N. Orange Avenue or 30 W.
Washington Street, where there is free parking for customers.
ORLANDO

"The Shop Smart Women
Prefer"

Phone Winter Park 418

THE

STT

Tar Pitchers Take
Warm-up Throws
As Season Begins

ROLLINS

Rollins Varsity
Harold Brady, Leesburg
Racketmen Show
Flash, Finishes This Year Balanced
Lineup

Rollins College Band Poses Before Concert

about 6000 dollars we will have to
Has Been Valuable Member stick to smaller games. However, No Outstanding Men Are On
Squad But Team Has Better
of Baseball and Football on that subject of abolishing footThan Average Players
Varsities; Is Star Hurler
ball he says "hang no!" and means

Claude RoUins and OUie Barker Try to FUI Shoes of
Graduating Ace Brady
New aspirants- for mound duty
on the Rollins Tars baseball team
for the 1939 season have been going through light workouts for the
past two weeks artd should be
ready to show Coach Jack McDowall exactly what they possess
in the line of curves and pitches by
the time that the official practice,
begins Feb. 27.
The new hurlers who have been
working out are Claude Rollins
and Ollie Barker. They have been
accompanied by two able veterans,
Bill Daugherty and Joe Rembock,
both of whom hung up remarkable
feats during the past season.
Claude is a product of North Carolina and a southpaw of no little Gene H. Sturchio, director the Rollins College Band, presented his organization in a concert at th'
fame. He will be the only left- Winter Park High School Auditorium last Saturday evening. The Band, consisting of about forty
handed "chunker" on the squad. pieces, plays for all college athletic contests.
Ollie Barker hails from Orlando
where he has a well established
reputation as a pitcher. If he has
as much of a spell over a hard "ball
as he has over a diamond ball, he
will prove a valuable man. He has
Is Writer Of Books On "Your
pitched for teams that have comFigure'*, "Body Sculpture" Program Will Range From
peted for national honors in diamond ball and his success has been
"Gay Nineties" Tea to a
Clubbers Turn In Fastest Miss Marguerite Angiel, talentfar above average.
College Fencing Match
Time To Beat Last Year*s' ed dancer from New York City,
Through the evils of graduation,
Championship
Oarsmen
who has written several interesting
Alumni Day of Rollins College
the Tars will have to replace Dor
books on "Your Figure" and "Body will take over the celebration of
Murray as catcher, Gerard Kirby
Founders' Week for Saturday,
at third base and Frank Daunis at
In the first race of the after- Sculpture", gave a lecture der
first. They also lose "Ears" Bra- noon between the K. A.'s and Sig- stration for Rollins students and February 25, with an all-day prody, who for the last four years has ma Nu's the K. A.'s proved vic- faculty in Recreation Hall lasl gram of activities ranging from £
been one of the mainstays of the torious. As the crews came to the Wednesday afternoon. Miss Ag- "Gay Nineties" tea to a fencing
pitching staff. Last year he was start they lined up with the Sig- niel told how she brought herself match between the Rollins fencers
the number one man and he ex- ma Nu's in the windward berth. from invalidism back to robust and the Georgia School of Techperienced the best year of his col- The wind was light, but against health by a daily routine of follow nology's swordsmen.
lege career. Men trying for the the crews making it comparative- ing these exercises.
Featured on the Alumni Day
open positions are all of untried ly easy to line the boats up.
It was an educational experience
Program will be an Open-Campus
calibre and have a job to fulfill if
As the eight blades of the two for Rollins students and faculty to
they expect to fill the shoes of the crews grabbed the water simul- see Miss Agniel's demonstration of Day for the general public, the 41st
above mentioned. Chappie Law- taneously on the word "row" the exercises for the development of annual luncheon meeting of the
ton and Runt Hampton are the K. A. boat jumped into the lead every part of the body and the co- Alumni Association, the annual
catchers; Paul Bouton and June with a fast 38. At the quarter ordination of the whole which was Alumni memorial vespers in honor
Lingei-felt will battle it out for mark they had a little over three- demonstrated in a few dances. of alumni who have passed away
during the past year, a "Gay Ninethe initial sack.
quarters of a length lead. As the Miss Agniel showed in a very in- ties" tea, and group
As has been the habit in the crews neared the cypress trees teresting way how she combines
past, the Tars will open their sea- open water began to show between , the art of the dance with a scienThe annual luncheon meeting of
son with the Orlando Gulls, semi- the boats as the K. A.'s under- tific study of the human body. She the Rollins Alumni Association
pro team of a local class A league. stroked the Sigma Nu's ' by two bases many of her exercises on will be held at 12:30 in the College
the movements of the cat family, Commons. The principal speaker
Last year the Rollins nine took
a study of oriental postures and an will be Dr. Fred Stone, Hon. '29
two out of three games with them.
At the three-quarteiF mark the
As yet the schedule for the year K. A. stroke went up, and two analysis of sculptural design.
famous for his fifty years as an
is not for publication but it will lengths of open water was showAmerican theatrical favorite. Rex
include such teams as Stetson, ing which was increased another
Beach, well-known author and presFlorida, Oglethorpe, the Naval length as the K. A.'s eased over
ident of the Rollins Alumni AssoBase at Pensacola, and probably the line, an easy victor in 3:48.
cition, will preside. Thomas P.
two or three others.
Johnson, '34, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
The next and feature race of the
and Orlando, will serve as toastafternoon between the champion
master.
Phi Delts and their strongest contenders to date, the Clubbers, was,
The "Gay Nineties" tea will be
1 the very beginning, one of
held at 4:30 p. m. at the home of
the toughest races of the current
The Women's Physical Educaticn
on. The crews lined up with department was exceedingly for- Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Mowbray
"Moonlight Sonata" Coming the Clubbers on the inside or tunate in having one of Florida's and is for alumni who attended
Rollins during the so-called "gay
To Baby Grand Theatre
windward berth.
winter visitors. Marguerite Agniel,
nineties" period.
The Clubbers got a slight jump give a demonstration of rhythmic
Preceeding the "Gay Nineties'
Ignace Jan
Paderewski the at the start as both got away to exercises for health and beauty tea will be the annual alumni vesi. At the quarter the Club Wednesday afternoon, ^February
greatest and most widely known
pers
honoring departed alumni at
musician in the world today is had almost a length, rowir^ a 15. A large audience of both men 3:30 p. m. in Knowles Memorial
making his first appearance in the smooth and powerful 34. At the and women attended this perform- Chapel. All buildings will be open
motion pictures-in the "Moonlight cypress trees open water was
for inspection between the hours
Sonata" which will be shown at bowing but the Phi Delts made
Thursday evening, February 23, of 9 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 6 p. m.
the Baby Grand Theatre March 9th heir bid with two sets of leg at eight o'clock, Rollins women's with ODK guides on duty to assist
drives. The Club, however, an- basketball team will meet
and 10th.
Mt. in conducting visitors about the
Known the world over for his swered with a 38 but the Phi Delts Dora's six in a two court struggle. campus and buildings. Class and
musical artistry, Paderewski is al- gradually closed the distance only The varsity, consisting of Pris group reunions are listed for 6
so a great statesman, having been to weaken at the very end as the Smith, Lora Ladd, Tubby Smith,
president of his native land, Po- X Club's powerful stroke, Corkie Skippy Arnold, "Sis" Young, and
Other Satuday features will inland, for several years before the McCorkle, swept his crew across I. Rieger, will be assisted by eight clude the annual Founders' Week
the line in thg biggest upset of the other members of the squad. MarWorld War.
Dinner at 7:30 in the College Comyear, the victor by a little more guerite Lucas, Betty
Stevens,
In this picture Paderewski tells
than a length in the fastest time Nancy Johnson, Dot Hugli, Anne mons the Rollins fencing squad's
the romantic tale of bringing toof the year, 3:38. This surprising Whyte, Marcia Stoddard, Fran match with the Georgia School of
gether two young people even as
victory by the Clubbers and their Smith and Betty Mackemer. Why Technology's fencers at 7:30 p. m.
the parents of the girl had been
terrific show of power brands them not come out and give the team in Recreation Hall.
united a generation before thru the
the favorite to capture the cov- a boost?
effects of the same piece of mueted trophy.
sic. . The merit of this unusual picWestern Reserve University has
ture lies in the revelation of PadThe last race of the afternoon
You will have missed
•erewski's character.
w the T. K. N.'s pitted against started a drive for a fund to honthe Indepndents. The wind and 3r the memory of Newton D. BakOrlando's Greatest Treat
es had subsided so that there er, World War secretary of war.
if you have not dined at
i ideal rowing conditions by the
time the two crews lined up with
McCormac's Restaurant
the Independents taking the windward position.
LIFE GUARD
Both crews got off to an even,
Arnold K v a m T o B e Soloist;
although rather slow, start. At the TIRES, BATTERIES AND
P r o g r a m To Be I n School
quarted the T. K. N's had a half
ACCESSORIES
Owner-Manager
Over the Rollins Variety Hour length lead with both crews row-

XClub Upsets Phi
Delt Crew; K.A.'s
Down Sigma Nus

Miss Agniel Lectures,
Demonstrates Dances

Alumni Day Is Set
For Febiuary 25

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

Pederewski's Movie
To Be Shown in March

Symphony Concert
To Be Broadcast

ROY McCORMAC

this Wednesday will be heard the
first two pieces played by the Central Florida Symphony Concert
Company. The selections to be
heard are the Overture to Carl
Maria Von Weber's opera "Oberon" and part of the Sain Saen's
concerto for cello and orchestra.
Arnold Kvam will be the soloist.
This program will be broadcast
from the Winter Park high school
auditorium by special permission
Last Wednesday night the Variety Hour broadcast the debate or
the question: Resolved that the U
S. should caase spending public
funds for the purpose of stimulating business. Margery Chindahl
and Edna Harmon upheld the negative while Robert Lado and Oli'
ver Wittmer took the affirmative.
The debate did not reach a decision
or either side.
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ing a 24. As they passed the cypress trees the T. K. N.'s still had
a half length lead although rowing
32. At the three-quarter mark
Nicholson jumped his slide and the
Independents lost a little over a
length and a half which they were
never able to gain back as the T.
K. N.'s crossed the line, victors by
that margin in 3:49.
Lauritz Melchior, Metropolitan
Opera star has been appointed special lecturer in the education of
the handicapped at Teachers College, Columbia University.
Applicability of religion to the
problems of modern life is stressed
in two new religion courses at Woman's College, University of North
Carolina.

Harold Brady, because he has
been here long enough to be one,
is the Rollins No. 1 sports veteran.
Therefore we tracked him to his
lair and got from him his opinions
on the things we consider of interest to us all.
In case the name above does not
ring familiarly to many of us, we
substitute "Ears", or "Yars", or
"Rodney", or "Rodney the Rock"
or even better ,just plain "Rock",
which, being an athlete, he is as
hard as. Rodney started out with
freshihan football his first yaer,
and has played varsity ever since
and he has played on the baseball
varsity four years. Rodney tells us
as far as football is concerned he
thinks some people expect our
team to become Rose Bowl candidates; but he says that until Orlando gives us a little present of

it. Not even after he had been asked to join that zipping Drop-the
handkerchief team last spring did
he approve, although it was
a
good bit of exercise.
On top of these things Rodney
goes out for intramural basket
ball, intramural crew, which he
says is by far the hardest work
he's done in all the time he's been
here, and that it gets you "here",
"here", and "right across there".
Then he has been on the K. A.
golf team, plays tennis. One year
he ran the Cross Country, but he
liked the pretty flowers, particularly the azaleas, so much that he
got back a little late. He also goes
for ping-pong and pool, and all the
little things that mean so much.
This June Hal will leave Rollins
with a diploma in one hand and a
pack of varsity sweaters over the

RUDDER ROPES
Scheu Drops Stroke Position on Varsity Crew Due
to Sickness; Reed Takes Over 8 Oar
By Ted Pitman
There is one dark spot in an
otherwise brilliant crew outlook
and that is the loss of Bill Scheu,
veteran oarsman and stroke for
the remainder of the season due to
bad health. The loss of this able
stroke has caused Coach Bradley
to shift last year's number seven
man, Ted Reed, to the stroke oar.
Ted has been trying out this new
position the last couple of weeks in
a "make up" four along
with
Thompson, Jones, Ogilvie, Giantonio and the new cox aspirant,
Adolpho Gentil. Having Reed at
stroke would give Rollins as big
a stern three as there is in collegiate rowing as Reed, Clanton and
Thompson are above the six foot
mark and all tip the scales well
over 175 pounds.
Saturday's crew races
served
notice that there are more good
crews in intramural rowing than
had appeared heretofore. The K.
A's. upset of the T. K. N.s and the
Clubbers terrific pasting of a not
too bad Independent crew shows
that both these boats may take the
coveted trophy away from the
champion Phi Delts.
The coaching launch arrived late
for the first two races on Saturday
so Ollie Wittmer's boat was commandeered by Brad.
Brad has invented a new signaling device by which the people on
the float know the positions of the
crews from start to finish* It is
a white board on a stick which he
holds to the right if the right hand
crew is ahead and to the left for
the other.

Tuesday's race between the Club
and the Phi Delts should be one of
the best and the closest races of
the year.
We understand that
there is some heavy betting on it
too.

'Arts' Magazine Will
Be Published Soon
Grover States Publication Is
A Cultural Project
A Rollins undergraduate who believes there is a need in this community and on the college campus
for a publication devoted to the
arts, will soon publish the initial
issue of "The Rollins Arts," designed to fill this demand.
Student-publisher Pat Patterson
feels that Winter Park and Rollins
College can boast of an unusually
fine array of talented artists in every field. "Although we now have
four student publications," said
Mr. Patterson, "their policies and
subject matter leave a gap that
can and will be filled.
More particularly Mr. Patterson
intends to stress fine photography,
sketches, etching,
sculpterings,
cartoons, short stories and poetry.
In addition to the art staff's contributions and other student sources, Mr. Patterson plans to include
in subsequent issues, some of the
work of residents of Winter Park,
some of whom are of national importance.
A subscription campaign is now
in progress. Dr. Edwin Osgood
Grover, vice-president of Rollins
and formerly prominent in the
publishing business, believes "The
Rollins Arts" will bring to this
resort town another distinctive and
interesting cultural project.

Phone 4113

Orlando

AMERICAN
Launderers

Dry Cleaners

CAMPUS AGENTS

Rick Gillispie
Ollie Daugherty

Fighting for the sixth slot wi!!
be Jeff Kennedy, Jack Harris and
Dudley Darling with Kennedy having the inside edge. Kennedy shows
up well in doubles because of his
net game. In singles his ground
attack is erratic because of faulty
strokes.
The Rollins team faces a tough
schedule. Two state universities,
Florida and Mississippi, are listed
as well a an international opponent,
the University of Havana. Other
teams to be met are Presbyterian
College, Davidson, which has consistently good teams, Elon of
North Carolina, Wofford of Spartanburg, S. C , and the other Florida college teams, St. Petersburg
Jr. College, Southern, and Stet-

RAY GREENE
—Rollins Alumnus—

The reason that there was no
time taken on the X Club's race is
that your writer was so busy trying to write up the race he forgot
to punch the clock, even in spite
Cornell University students have
of what others may think.
formed a tiddleywinks team.

REAL ESTATE BROKER

JEWELER
HAMILTON and ELGIN WATCHES
See the New Elgins at $19.75

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service

Until March 18. This Sale Sponsored and Controlled
by the Factory.
Eleven New and Smart Models for Ladies and
Gents. Beautiful Yellow Gold Plate Cases.
General jewelry line of gifts and useful items,
Parker Vacumatic Pens.

100 Park Ave.

All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Ofifice Supply
19 K Pine St., Orlando
Phone 4822

GROVER MORGAN
Jeweler and Watchmaker
Colonial Store

Winter Park, Florida

GOODYEAR
SERVICE
300 N. Orange Ave.

After three weeks of intensive
practice, the Rollins College var.
sity tennis team shows up as one
of the most evenly balanced outfits to grace the courts here in recent years. There is not a realb
fine number one player in the en,
tire list of candidates, but throughout the line-up there is better than
average strength.
If the Tars can take several
matches in the four to six positions'
they should come through witli
some wins. Another thing whiclj
gives Coach Trowbridge room for
hope is the appearance of three
fairly capable doubles combinations. In former years the dou.
bles matches were practically conceded to the other teams in advance.
The Bingham-Fetner,
Camp.
Hanna, and Davis-Kennedy teams
are very nearly on a par and only
challenge matches will determine
their true ranking. The former
two each won against Orlando in
practice matches.
In singles. Camp has occupied
the number one slot, but Bob Davis
is rounding into form and may contest the position. Bill Fetner has
shown lots of promise and will be
in there when the challenges for
positions begin in earnest. Bill
Bingham, a hold-over from last
year, has strengthened his game
and will bear watching as will
Captain Jack Hall who has been
hitting the ball hard. The improvement of Joe Hanna is marked. At
this date it looks as if the men
will play in the order mentioned
above, but the men are so nearly
equal th/at indications are that
there will be plenty of changes
from week to week.

ATTENTION
ROLLINS!
Visit

Busy Days Are
Ahead!
Begin to condition your
hair now for its highest
beauty then

e^
Um^o<U7^<L,
Presents....

Eda's Beauty Shop
E. Park Avi.

Winter Park

Famous for steaks, shrimp.
spaghetti and other
delicious dishes

"first" EDITIONS

"Beauty is a Duty"

Town
Frocks
18 West Central

Travel
Coats
_

HARRY'S
RESTAURANT

Sports
Suits

Open until 2 a. m.
Just across from Sears Roebncl
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Cetrulo Leads Rollins Fencing Team on Trip North for Matches
Newsreel Cameraman
CoUeg^e Band Gives
Kappa Alpha Beat "Shoots"
Skeet Team i — A L O N G T H E S I D E L I N E S — i
Concert In School Phi Delts Defeat
Theta Kappa Nus Takes Pictures of Pat Laur- Scribe Interviews John Nee, Chief Scout For sturchio Directs Students for Inedpendents; TKN
Championship Yankee Outfit
j
sen National Women's Champ
Education Program
J^r WiU Meet Army and In Upset Victory
^ — - ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ By Wendy Davis
—
Beats Sigma Nus
Pat Laursen was visited by John
C Navy Squads in March

^\ Blue and Gold Foilsmen
'^ Face Outstanding Teams
fk: Eastern Universities

t A Cetrulo, Undefeated in the
*tj South, Will Captain Tar
Forces For Last Time
I With the long Eastern trip
I looming on the horizon the Rollins
; fencing team will meet Georgia
Tech and South Carolina before
leaving March 13 for the North.
The Wranblin' Wreck
team,
defeated earlier this season, will
try to make a comeback against
the Tars on Saturday, February
25 in Recreation Hall. The South
Carolina swordsman, of unknown
iftrength, will face the Blue and
Gold on either March 4 or March
11, also in Recreation Hall. The
exact date of this match has not
yet been decided, and Coach Roney
is waiting now for final word from
the Carolina school.
The team, tentatively consisting
of Captain Don Cetrulo, Dejay
Shriner, Manny Ehrlich, Jack Hagenbuch, "Wah" Siddell, George
Ehrlich and Don Riddle, will leave
Rolhns at 7:30 on the morning of
March the thirteenth, and will arrive first at Annapolis. They will
fence the Navy men on Wednesday
March 15 at three o'clock in the
afternoon.
Friday of the same
week West Point will oppose the
Tars and the following
evening
Princeton will face them on the
strips. Boston University and M.
I. T. meets will occur on Monday
and Tuesday March 20 and 21 with
Harvard, Brown and Yale coming
on the 23, 25 and 27 respectively.
The final bouts of the trip will be
with Fordham and City College of
New York on the 28 and 29 after
which the team will return to
school.
It appears, upon inspection of
records, that Navy will be the most
) dangerous of the teams the Rollins
; swordsmen will meet. Last month
adding to an unbroken string of
victories begun in the middle of
the 1937 season, the Middies defeated a strong Saltus Fencing
Club group 15-12 and a usually
effective Saint Johns team 16-11.
This is particularly significant as
these two teams had previously
defeated Army, which had for
years ranked close to the top in
intercollegiate fencing.
Outstanding names among the
Navy fencers are Captain De Poix
and Appleton, fast and accurate
with foil, and McPherson
and
Glennon—epee experts of no small
ability. This last fact is important
as the weak spot in the Rollins
outfit is a lack of experienced and
well-trained epee men.
Next to Annapolis,
Professor
Roney and his boys expect most
trouble from Army, Harvard and
C. C. N. Y., and will be prepared
to do their best work against these
teams. A look at part of the records of the Blue and Gold swordsmen indicate that their "best" will
be plenty good.
Captain Dante
Cetrulo—Foil
sabre, epee.
Started fencing in Barringer
high school seven years ago.
Studied under his brother Dr.
Gerald Cetrulo.
Won National Interscholastic
title.
Connecticut Junior Foil and Sabre 1935.
New Jersey Junior Foil and
Sabre, 1935.
Has been undefeated this year
in foil, epee and sabre.
Dejay Shriner—Foil.
Started fencing in New Rochelle
high school three years ago.
Studied under Stanley Sieja in
New York.
Member of Saltus Fencing Club.
Won National
Interscholastic
title in 1938.
Won Riverdale Prep and High
school championship 1938.
At Rollins has been undefeated
in 14 foil bouts.
Manny Ehrlich—Foil,
Sabre,
Epee.
Started fencing about 7 years
ago.
Studied under Anthony Greco in
New York.
Member of the Greco Fencing
Academy.
Finalist in National Junior c
Florida representative of Amateur Fencers League of America,
Florida correspondent for the
'Riposte" national fencing maga^
zine.
Has been undefeated this season
in epee and sabre.

1

X Club Outstrokes Independent Crew To Win By Six
Lengths; Phi Delts Win
In the Saturday regatta on Lake
Maitland the waters were hardly
ruffled as the Theta Kappa Nus
d the K. A.'s took to the water
for the first race of the afternoon.
The former crew again drew the
dward berth. Both crews approached the mark on a beautiful
line with the T.K.N.'s jumping to
deck length lead in the first ten
strokes. Both crews were at the
e position at the quarter mark.
At the halfway marker the K. A.'s
! a half length behind but rowing a 32 to the T.'K.N.'s 34. Shortly
after the cypress trees were passed
stroke Don Bradley of the K. A.'s
called for leg drives and raised the
troke two beats. The K. A. boat
quickly cut down the distance between them and the T.K.N.'s so
that by the time they finished their
leg drives they had drawn even.
The pep and timing seemingly left
the Theta Kappa Nus at this point
as Bradley kept up his punishing
34 and gradually forged ahead until at the three-quarter mark he
had a half length lead. At the
d the T.K.N.'s sprinted but in
in as the Bradley boat was going too smoothly at the same beautiful 34 beat and the Kappa Alphas served notice to the champion
Phi Delts with a threequarter
length victroy over the favored
but much sloppier Theta Kappa
Nus.
The second race of the afternoon
between the Independents and the
untried X Club saw the Vater
quite a bit rougher as the two
crews rowed out to the start. The
Clubbers drew the outside course
and they jumped away to an amazing full length lead in the first
five strokes of the racing start.
This commanding lead was constantly increased as Corky McCorkle, the Clubber's powerful stroke,
settled his beat to a 32 at the
quarter mark. At the half with
the same beat he had increased his
lead to three lengths and the Clubbers swept over the finish rowing
a short stroking 38 with a lead
ver six lengths, the most decided win to date.
The final race of the afternoon
.w the Sigma Nus throwing a
scare into the Phi Delta camp.
The former on the outside course
jumped to a half length lead at
the start with the smooth stroking Hickok setting an even 38 in
racing start. This was quickly
dropped to a 32 and at the half
way mark even lower to a 28, The
Phi Delts were still enjoying a
half length lead at this point but
Bethea, the number three man,
caught two small crabs in succession which enabled the Sigma Nus
to draw abreast. Here Hickok
raised his stroke to a smooth 36
which carried him over the finish
li-ne with a full length miargin
over the laboring but vastly improved Sigma Nus. The time for
this race was 3:52.

Hermann, Paramount news photographer who came down here to
make a short on skeet shooting,
last Monday. He took shots of the
skeet team which is composed of
Pat Laursen, Frank Hubbard, Al
Roosevelt, Dick Wesson, and Morand Babe Casparis. His particular interest was in taking pictures of Pat in various poses. The
picture that Pat considered most
fun in the taking was the one
where she was flying.
Mr. Hermann is considered one of
Paramount's best news photographers. He went with Admiral
Byrd on his last trip to the South
Pole. He believes that skeet-shooting is one of the fastest growing
sports in the world. Although he
works in New York a large part of
the year, he spends much time in
ni taking shots for Paramount.

Stetson Defeats
Rollins Quintet
By Large Margin
Hatters, Well Experienced
Team, Prove Too Much For
Blue and Gold Floormen
By CLAUDE ROLLINS
The Stetson Hatters, paced by
pivot man, Gus Swanson, ran
hshod over the Rollins cagers
last Thursday night by a one sided
argin of 54-26.
The Tars managed to keep the
score fairly close in the first half
but the more experienced play of
their opponents began to tell and
the Hatters coasted to an easy
victory after the intermission. At
the end of the second period Stetn led the Rollins quint 23-13.
Rollins was paced throughout
the entire evening by Joe Justice,
ain and star forward, who
played a brilliant floor game and
led the Tar men in the scoring colnn with thirteen points.
June Lingerfelt and Clyde Jones
played steller ball to total eight
and three points respectively. The
ball handling ability of Jones aidgreatly in the Rollins attempt
to defeat the Stetson five.
Rollins made a game attempt to
er take the high riding hatters
the second half, but the failure
to connect with long shots and the
frequent loss of the ball under the
basket enabled the smooth clicking
Stetson team to gain an easy victory.
Swanson, Stetson center, was
high point man of the evening
a total of seven buckets for
fourteen of the fifty-four points
rung up by the Hatters.
His teammate Parmley acounted
r a total of twelve points and
played a fine defensive game from
his guard position.
The line up:
ROLLINS
Justice—F
13
Lingerfelt—F
8
Rembrock—F
0

Rodda—C
Johnson—G
The boatings were K. As.;
Brankert—G
Keller, stroke Bradley, 3 Clanton,
McGinnis—G
2 Brady, bow Bills. T. K. N.: c
Daugherty—G '.
Mitchell, stroke Bouton, 3 Ling^
felt, 2 Tolson, bow Chisholm.
STETSON
X Club: cox Ely, stroke McCorKirkland—F
kle, 3 Bill Dougherty, 2 Harris,
Minheart—F
Bow, Edmands. Independents:
Vann—F
Liberman, stroke Harmon, 3 NichMathis—F
olson, 2 Lado, Bow Harms.
Phi Delts: cox Hoover, stroke
Drake-G
Hickok, 3 Bethea, 2 Kruse, bow^
Cobb—G
Hausman. Sigma Nu: cox Coates,
Ryan—G
stroke Haggerty, 3 Hagnauer, 2
Parmley—G
Hubbard, bow Fredrizzi,

ST. PETERSBURG—This West Coast hamlet might be Old Folks
le to the grey heads and cue ball craniums centered here, but midst
multiple benches along the main drag are the advance guard of
baseball's winter colony, and already "Grapefruit League" talk is being whispered. It was only natural that we should bump into Johnny
Kee, New York Yankees chief scout in their vast chain gang system.
Nee, responsible for all material coming out of the southern states, was
in a talkative mood, and with Ed Levy along, one of his "finds" in recent years, baseball from all angles rang the bell.
Nee is probably one of the most respected scouts in the business
and is probably the highest paid of the timber hunters. In the pa.st
decade he has acquired such notables as Johnny Allen, Ben Chapman,
Dixie Walker, Dusty Cooke, Billy and Jimmy Hitchcock. He wanted to
sign Al Lopez, present Boston Bees catcher, rated the best receiver in
the majors, but his bosses said no. Nee likes the scouting business, and
especially enjoys working for the Yanks. If Nee brings in one good
ball player a year, he has earned his pay.
"When looking over young ball players for prospective stars, I
!ook for size and speed first," he said, "after that, if they have the guts
and some natural ability, they can be made. We like power, as you
V, in the Yankee outfits. Some scouts and major league managers
don't like temperamental kids, and won't sign that type up, but we don't
nind a bit as long as they have the guts and want to play baseball.
Take Dusty Cooke, for instance; there's a ball player who we thought
would be a wonder. He had an even temperament, natural ability and
power. But he lacked the guts and so-called "color". Ben Chapman,
who came up at the same time, possessed a poorer minor league record
than Dusty, but had cokr ind wou'd pop-off" at a moment's notice.
Chapman made good in a big way, while Cooke flopped. You say Wes
Ferrell was kicked out by the Boston Red Sox and before that by the
Cleveland Indians because he was always acting up. A good many
!s, cases like Ferrell can be handled smartly by good managers.
Joe McCarthy didn't have any trouble with Ferrell last
Asked how he thought the Yankees would get along without their
I ig boss, Jake Ruppert, who passed away less than a month ago. Nee
d, "there would be no difference in the front office situation. Ed BarV has always handled the salary situation, and all the business mat's of the club, and he will continue to do the same. Of course, Ruppert
took care of some of the big shots like Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig, but
that was only on a few
Are the Yanks in again ? "The Yankees have the best set-up major league ball has ever seen, right now, and I can't see anyone touching them in the near future," Nee responded. "The Yankees will at least
be one-two-three for a long time, with the material they have in the
minor leagues right now. Take Ed Levy, here, for instance, he's ready
for the big leagues now, but with Gehrig still playing good ball, he'il
have to wait. In a couple of years when Gehrig finishes his great ball,
Ed will step in with even more experience. That's the reason we've
placed him at Newark."
"Speaking about the Yankees," Nee continued, "there's an article
in Colliers this week about breaking them up for the good of baseball.
But why do that, when the Yankees are giving the people good ball
iJayers and good ball. Let the other clubs build up to the Yankees
rnd the result will be better ball all around. The Yankees have a chain
gang system which owns and has working agreements with 15 ball
clubs. In each and every one of these ball clubs, we have competent
men there teaching young men baseball. They are getting the best
training, the bejt food, and the best travel and hotels that could be
possible in each of the leagues where our clubs operate.
All these
clubs made money because of the type of ball our men are playing.
Nine out of the 15 clubs won pennants, four finished second, one finished third and only one club, Joplin, in a class C league finished out of
the first division. Now you can understand the potentialities of the
Yankee chain gang system operated by George Weiss. Even the Little
World Series was played between two Yankee farms."

Throughout the conversation, which lasted three hours, names of
ball players were brought up with Nee would give his own impression.
He mentioned that although he had never seen Ted Williams, American
Association batting sensation last year going up with the Boston Red
Sox this season, he seemed to be all that sports writers have made him,
from his talking with other Yankee men, "But you can take your Teddy
Williams, for we have Charlie Keller, one of the hardest hitting and
speediest outfielders to come up in a long time. Keller is ready, I believe, this year to take over one of the Yankee sun field posts." Buddy
Rosar's name was mentioned, with a brilliant future problematical for
the former Newark catcher, who is making his first trip to spring
training with the Yanks this year. "The Yanks have a smart shortstop
in Joe Gallagher from Kansas City coming up this year," he continued,
0 "and I believe he will give Frank Crossetti a battle before he's through.
2 He weighs 230 pounds and is said to have done the 100 in ten seconds
flat."

0
TT 26

In the same Collier article this week, Johnny Nee's name is mentioned with the acquisition of Tommy Hehrich, power hitting out-fielder
6 of the World Champions. After Henrich was declared a free agent by
Judge Landis, Nee was sent to sign the boy. Most of the other clubs
made perfunctory bids," the article stated, "but it was a foregone
conclusion that Henrich would land with New York. When Johnny Nee
once landed in Massillon, everybody knew it was all over.

,

But with a parting glance. Nee made just one predcition, "count
the Yanks.in on winning the pennant and World Series for another two
j-ears, and then start wondering what the other clubs will do. It will
I T 54 cost them a lot of money, if they are to do anything abut it."

Jack Hagenbuck—Foil, Sabre
Started fencing in
Barringer
high school 6 years agoStudied under Dr. Gerald Ce
One Of First Seniors To Be
trulo.
In This Survey Annual
Won Jersey State Interscholas
tic title.
Acording to an announcement r
Has been undefeated this season
ceived in the Sandspur office toin Sabre.
day, Dante Cetrulo is among the
students selected to be in "Who's
Schedule 1939
Navy
March 15 Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges"
Army
March 17
Due to an oversight, Don's name
Princeton
March 18
was not among those on the Dean's
Boston University .... March 20
list in the last report.
M. I. T
March 21
Harvard
March 23
Ex-President Herbert Hoover
Brown
March 25
Yale
March 27 has been awarded a Doctor of En^
Fordham
March 28 gineering degree by Stevens Insti'
C. C. N. Y
March 29 tute of Technology.

Don Cetrulo Named
In College Who's Who

i—INQUIRING REPORTER
By Jane Russell
and Lora Ladd
What Does the Animated Magazine Mean to You?
5. Lois Johnson—There
are
1. Elsie Moore—An opportunity to get the opinion of some truly people who don't go to Rollins who
know where it is.
outstanding men.
6. Carolyne Sandlin — Right
2. Bill Webb—Crowds of people—lots of apprehension—and a now it means that we have to stay
here and can't go o nthe Tour—
good time for all.
but I think its a marvelous idea.
3. Anne Whyte—Three hours
in the hot sun listening to good
7. Dick Rodda—Good publicity!
speakers.
8. Polly Yoimg—It's something
4. Matt Ely—I suppose it's a
good thing—I guess. When do we great we'll all be sorry we didn't
take advantage of.
get the library?

The Rollins college band, under
the direction of Gene H. Sturchio,
player its first concert yesterday
at eleven o'clock in the auditorium
of the Winter Park high school.
The band, composed of about
forty pieces, has been asked to
play at several important functions since its organization in fall.
It participated in the Gasparilla
Day celebration at the South Florida Fair in Tampa, and was featured in the Orlando school children's Christmas parade. The concert presented yesterday was part
of the Rollins college adult education program.

Crew Races Open Friday With
Smooth Water; Best Time
in Three Forty-Eight.

In the opening races of the 1939
intramural crew races on Friday
the Phi Delts and Theta Kappa
Nus turned in unimpressive victories over their respective rivals
the Independents and Sigma Nus.
The Independents were the first
crew to take to the water for the
opening race followed shortly by
the Phi Delts. There was a slight
chop to the water as the crews
lined up for the start which caused
a little jockeying for position, as
the boats kept drifting out of line.
The Phi Delts jumped to a half
length lead with a smooth 38
strokes per minute start. The Independents started with a much
slower and not so even a stroke. At
the quarter mark the Phi Delt
Joe Justice Stars for Tars; stroke had dropped to a smooth 32
but
only held a quarter length
Team Shows Improvement
lead. At the half way marker by
As Season Advances
the cypress trees the Phi Delts had
regained their half length lead and
_
By AL SWAN
were rowing well within themThe Rollins and University of selves at a 32.
Miami cagers duplicated their perHere the Independents made
formances of last week by splitting their bid raising their stroke from
a two game series played in the a 34 to a rather ragged 36 but
new Orlando Armory Friday and they failed to gain and a few
Saturday nights. The down state strokes later Harmon caught a crab
boys set a relentless pace to win which cost them a whole length.
the first encounter by a score of At the three-quarter mark the Phi
52 to 39, while Rollins came back Delts were enjoying a length and
Saturday night to soundly trounce a quarter lead which was increased
the Hurricanes 42-28.
to a full two lengths as they swept
The Friday night game was fea- over the finish line to the time of
tured by the fast floor work and 3:48.
accurate shooting of the Miami
The wind and waves had calmed
quintet; so fast was the Miami at- down some as the Theta Kappa
tack that Rollins was caught flat- Nus lined up for the start of the
footed on several occasions.
afternoon's final contest. The T.
Joe Justice, flashy Rollins for- K. N.'s, who had drawn the windward course got a half length .lead
ward, was the bright spot in
otherwise djsmal evening for the on their rivals as they snapped
home team. Joe really got hot in away with a racing start of 36. At
this engagement to score 22 points the quarter mark rowing at a 34
and firmly establish himself as to the Sigma Nu 32 they had inhigh point man of the game. Hil- creased their lead to a full length
I bish, diminutive forward of the and at the half way mark Stroke
winning team, trailed Justice with Bouton dropped his beat to a 32 as
17 points. Close behind was Ham- open water began to show between
ilton of the Miami outfit with 16 the boats. At the three-quarter
points. Lingerfelt and Jones play- marker Tolson of the Theta Kaps
ed their characteristic steady game caught a bad crab enabling the
striving Sigma Nus to come up
for the Tars.
even to the T.K.N.'s before they
The superiority of the visitors recovered. The Sigma Nus stayed
was due to their ability to work here only a minute as Bouton
the ball into scoring positions and raised his stroke to a 34. The Sigthe uncanny shooting of their two ma Nus stroke, Haggerty tried to
forwards and center, while the ball respond but there wasn't enough
handling of the Tars was very left in the boat behind him and the
spotty in this encounter.
T.K.N.'s. won by a scant half
The rivalry between these two length in the time of 4:01.
teams has been so intense that on
The boatings were: Phi Delta
every occasion they have met both
teams have committed innumer- Theta, Cox Hoover, Stroke Hickok,
able fouls. Johnson of Rollins 3 Bethea, 2 Krouse, bow Hausman.
Liberman,
and Guimento and Oesch of Miami Independents, ' cox
^ were retired from the fray via the stroke Harmon, 3 Nicholson, 2
foul route. Miami had 16 fouls and Lado, bow Harms.
Second race: Theta Kappa Nu:
Rollins 7.
In the Saturday night
game cox Mitchell, stroke Bouton, 3
Rollins came back strong to thor- Lingerfelt, 2 Tolson, bow Chisoughly outclass the Gables five. holm, Sigma Nu: cox Coates,
From the opening whistle to the stroke Haggerty, 3 Hagnauer, 2
close of the game there was little Hubbard, bow Fedrizzi.
doubt as to the outcome. Rollins
leading all the way. The ball hand- Brankert and Dougherty played
ling and floorwork of the Rollins exceptional defensive games for
quintet was a vast improvement the home team.
over the night before.
Hilbish again starred for
the
Joe Justice again led in the scor- losing quintet tallying 10 points;
ing department of the game ac- while Hamilton turned in another
counting for 17 of the 42 points smooth performance.
scored by the Rollins team. Due
Rollins meets the Stetson Hatcredit must be given to the entire ters next Saturday night in a reRollins team, however, for it was turn game scheduled to be played
the brilliant floorwork of Linger- in the Orlando Armory. Stetson
felt and Jones that set up many defeated the Tars in the first enscoring opportunities for Justice. gagement played in Deland.

RolUns and Miami
Divide Double Bill
Basketball Series
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Bruce Lockhart Is
Girls Will Sponsor
Lottery For Union Optimistic About
Crisis In Europe
Holder of Lucky Ticket To
Receive Weekly Prize

(Continued from page 1)

at the table of peace? In other
Beginning this week a new and words is Germany satisfied with
different type of drive will be her present gains or is she going
made for the Student Union Fund. to continue "blackmailing peace'
It's not that old tale of which you It is a fact that Germany wants
are all so tired — "will you give?" more but will she use force or will
but one in which you get. A pool she be willing to confer and arbiwill be made of the total receipts trate to gain what she desires ?
mounting from the tickets. Twen- There will be no peace as long as
ty-five'percent of these receipts there is no cooperation.
The time element Mr. Lockhart
will be used as a prize for the person holding the lucky number when believed is the important thing
the drawing is held. The remain- now in maintaining peace. He beder of the pool will go to the Stu- lieves that as long as there is no
dent Union Fund. In other words, ' war in the next year the chances
a good cause and much fun thrown for peace for a number of years
in. Tickets will be ten cents apiece are much greater. He thinks that
and for the time being, may be England's rearmament and the
purchased from Lois Johnson nad growing strength of the other democracies are making the totaliBarbara Babb.
tarian states pause before plungBuy your ticket now!
ing their various countries into a
Be in on this week's prize!
Ohio's five state universities
have formed an inter-university
council to coordinate the educational policies and programs of the
schools.

Soloist With Festival
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Alumni Presents Yale Puppeteers

Yale Puppeteers
Give Performance
At High School

(Continued from page 1)
Myers News Press, Tampa Morn,
ing Tribune, Jacksonville TimesUnion, and the Miami Daily News
In the editorial contest were'
Miami Daily News, Lakeland Evening Ledger, Ocala Morning Ban.
ner, St. Augustine Record, Tampa
Daily Times, Fort Myers NewsPress, Palm Beach Post-Times
Daytona Beach Evening News
Tampa Tribune, St. Petersburg
Evening Independent, and the Ta!lahassee Daily Democrat.
First honorable mention in the
news story contest went to Preij
Booth of the Daytona Beach News,
Journal, and second honorable
mention to Herbert Bayer, of the
Jacksonville Times-Union.
In the editorial contest, firg^
honorable mention was awarded to
Ed. Lambright of the Tampa Trib.
une, and second honorable mention
to the St. Petersburg Evening Independent.

Presentation Is Unique In
Marionette Entertainment;
Is Sponsored By Alumnae

me^

Mofig^N

Mac Morgan, youthful pupil of Ar
thur Kraft, featured singer at th»
coming Bach Festival, will return
as a soloist for this year's program. Mr. Morgan was a big hit
The bond that unites the democ- with last year's audiences.
racies, the former diplomat affirrfied, is their dislike of tryanny.
The word force is an anathema to lish Empire, contrary to many rethem and their strength lies in ports, was not a declining power.
having the people realize the free- "Such pessimism was prevalent
dom that democracy offers.
during the French and American
Mr. Lockhart ended his lecture Revolutions, but we are still here,"
concluded, "and I honestly think
by pointing out that a moral force
that in spite of the many difficulwas needed but that it alone
that confront us we will find
not enough to maintain world
peace. Also he added that Eng- a way out."

Sponsored by the Rollins Alumii Association, the Yale Puppetaers presented their 1939 program
"It's a Small . World" before
large audience in the auditori.
of the Winter Park High School,
Monday evening, February 20.
The preformance consisted of 18
acts which included timely satires
on such well known personage;
George Bernard Shaw, Eleanor
Roosevelt, John L. Lewis, Adolph
Hitler and Benito Mussolini,
revamped and modernized version
of the Emperor's song from Gilbert and Sullivan's "Mikado" was
a high spot of the show, as was the
more serious presentation of Irving Hollander's song "No More
War" by a crippled doughboy
marionette before a field of
crosses.
Started about 12 years ago in
Ann Arbor, Michigan by Forman
Brown and Harry Burnett, students at the University, the organization has met with remarkable
success. It may seem strange that
Michigan U. graduates
should
name their show after Yale but the
explanation for the cognomen is
that at one time in the organization's career Burnett was a graduate student at the . New Haven
school and there he met Richard
Brandon and the two, as the Yale
Puppeteers, made a tour of the
New England States. In 1929, with
Brown once more in the company
as composer and ^ib^ettist, the

Journalism Class
Helps Wattles To
Judge Newspapers

Kenyon Collegians
Want to Move Here
(Continued from page 1)

troupe played its way to Califorwhere, establishing the first
successful puppet theatre in this
luntry they enjoyed a run of two
solid years. Since then they have
played long runs in many other
ties, including New York. Their
little actors have also appeared in
movies, one of the films being
Lillian Harvey's "I Am Suzanne."
The company, intact since 1929,
consists of Harry Burnett, who
makes all the puppets used in the

two-hour classes, three times a
day. Of course Kenyon is a migh^
fine college—one of the best, but
we doubt if they have to work as
hard as we do at this "Southern
Country Club." If they doubt TIS,
then we would suggest some sort
of a contest like the "Profeaaor
Quiz" program, between the two
colleges to determine which is the
better.

productions and directs the acts,
Forman Brown who writes the lyrics and music and acts as commentator, and Richard Brandon,
assistant puppeteer and business
manager. Aside from his work
with marionettes, Mr. Burnett has
traveled and studied extensively
in fields of ballet and pantomime,
and Mr. Brown has written several
books, radio and motion picture
Hedy Lamarr has been nominascripts, revue material and lyrics ted for class president at Dartfor many Broadway entertainers. mouth College,

JOHN ROBERT POWERS, the head of the world's'
best known model agency, when booking his
famous models for fashions, advertisers and
artists, says "The call is for beauty, poise, per'sonal charm.. .the perfect combination".
j

e fer/ecf G^ ^D/nafion
gets the call.
Chesterfields get the call from more and more
smokers every day because of their refreshing mildness, better taste and pleasing aroma.

NEW; SPORTS CAR ANNOUNCED
This is one of three new convertible coupe modelg being announced by the Nash
Motors Division of Nash Kelvinator Corporation, according to C. D. Varner, local Nash
dealer. This long, low, roomy sports car is available in the Nash Ambassador Eight and
Nash Ambassador Six lines, and also in the Nash LaFayette DeLuxe series. Two types
of tops, black and tan, are available, and the cars featui-e roomy seats with ample space
for three in the front and additional room for two on pull down seats in the comparl;ment behind the front seat.

Ihe perfect combination of Chesterfield's
mild ripe American and aromatic Turkish tobaccos ,.. the can't-be-copied blend
... makes Chesterfield the cigarette that
gives millions of men and women more
smoking pleasure.
W h e n you try them you will
know why Chesterfields give more
smoking pleasure, why THEY SATISFY

Varner's Nash Agency
Phone 3619

v^hesterfield
,.,the blend that can't be copied

Cor. Garland and Washington Street
Orlando, Florida
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HAPPY COMBINATION of the
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world's best cigarette tobaccos
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